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Vandalism Sparks Concern
By JENNIFER M. NAGEL

News Editor

Recent acts of vandalism in Allegheny's science buildings have
caught the attention and raised concerns of faculty members and students who use the laboratories in
these facilities.
In the week following spring
break, fish in two tanks housed in a
classroom on the first floor of the
Hall of Advanced Biology were
found dead. According to Assistant
Professor of Biology and Environmental Science Jim Palmer, the
deaths appeared to be the result of
vandalism.
One tank, containing two large
fish used by students completing senior comprehensive projects, was
contaminated by a substance which
Palmer and Laboratory Technician
Sam Reese believed was floor wax
or stripper.
Another smaller stock tank containing around seven zebra danios,
used for a Biology 103 experiment,
was contaminated with an unknown
substance which Palmer described as
reddish and muddy.
After these two incidents, Palmer
alerted students and other faculty
members to the problems and asked

them to keep an eye out for any
mischievous behavior. According to
Director of Security Tony Sabruno,
neither incident was reported to the
Security. Palmer said he believed
they were isolated incidents.
According to Associate Professor
of Biology and Environmental
Science Scott Wissinger, another
stock tank of blue-gills, located in
the aquatics lab, was tampered with
more recently. Wissinger said it appeared that someone had jammed a
stick in the rotor that aerated and
cooled the tank, killing some of the
fish.
While Sabruno could not confirm
these unreported incidents, he did
confirm two other criminal acts
which recently took place in science
facilities.
The first reported incident took
place in February, when a Denver
instrument model S-110G balance,
valued at $760.50, was stolen from
the Geology Department in Alden
Hall. The Geology Department is
offering a reward for information
leading to the return of the equipment.
The second reported incident occured in the days following spring
break. Door locks were spray
(continued on page 8)

Budget Problems Plague Pelletier
By PAULA KOVACS

News Reporter

Pelletier Library is in a bind.
Despite dozens of requests from
departments for new periodical subscriptions, the library is adding them
sparingly, if at all, said Library Director Connie Thorson. According
to Thorson, during this fiscal year
the library has spent over $50,000
more than the budget allots for periodicals.
The reason for the periodical
budgeting problem is rising costs
that affect campuses nationwide, she
said. Publishers are paying more for
paper, and the postal service eliminated a cheaper library rate for
shipping in early 1995. Most publishers also try to make the largest
profit they can.
While the administration has
covered additional expenses, Thorson explained that departments must
revise their current periodical subscriptions and make decisions on
which periodicals are under-utilized.
That way, some of the subscriptions
could be cancelled to make room for
new ones. "We can't get new subscriptions until we, as a campus, de-

Allegheny College

cide what we'll subscribe to," Thorson said.
The library spent nearly
$300,000 for the 1995-96 periodical
line, which includes 1,268 subscriptions, said Thorson. Only $244,000
was budgeted. If all titles are retained and none are added, the price
will rise approximately 15 percent
to $345,000 in 1996-97, and it will
continue to rise 15-20 percent annually.
Thorson said that the administration has been very supportive in
helping the library overcome the
problem this year, but next year it
will not cover the periodical cost
overruns, nor should it be expected
to. "Wef, have to find some creative
ways to do it ourselves," she said.
Thorson' said she has had about
35 periodical requests since
September, but would have hundreds if she solicited them. She said
professors are reluctant to ask for
them, figuring they can't get them
anyway.
Assistant Professor of Political
Science Robert English made an informal request to Thorson last fall
for a subscription to Transitions, a
(continued on page 4)
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Grade inflation at colleges and
universities has become a national
trend and Allegheny College is no
exception, say Allegheny professors
and administrators. In fact, grade
inflation is slightly higher here than
at other institutions based on data
supplied by the Registrar's Office
and news reports.
Figures supplied by the Registrar's Office show that in the fall
semester of 1995 33.1 percent of all
grades were A's, 39 percent were
B's, 16.1 percent were C's, while
D's and F's were virtually non-existent.
Top college professors are well
aware of this problem. "Faculty
need to be more rigorous and hold
students accountable for their
work," said former Dean and Acting
President James Bulman.
Some professors say this problem is fueled by a lax student work
ethic and some professors' desire to
get positive marks on the Student
Review Instrumentals.
According to many professors,
students are far more preoccupied
with grades than the learning process. Associate Professor of Economics Asuman Baskan explained
that students ask questions like
"Why did you take off three
points?" instead of "What did I do
wrong?" or "How can I improve my
grades?"
In the long run this attitude,
which contributes to grade inflation,
is a dangerous one, some professors
say. Grade inflation can damage a
school's reputation in the job market. Assistant Professor of Chemistry Sally Hair commented, "The
lowering of standards hurts the students. The Allegheny degree will
mean less." Eventually, employers
will see that grades do not reflect
depth of knowledge, some professors say. "Both grades and recommendations will lack in reliability,"
said Associate Professor of English
David Miller.
Grade inflation has been accompanied by a poor student work ethic,
according to professors and administrators. Some believe one fuels the
other. One professor commented,
"Perhaps it's because when students
see it's not that hard to get good
(continued on page 4)
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The graph above illustrates the skew of grade distribution toward A's
and B's at Allegheny, which is following a national trend. --graphic byJeff Steinmetz

Court Ruling May Lessen
Diversity on College Campuses
By TENNILLE JENKINS

News Reporter

Three weeks ago, a federal appeals court passed legislation restricting affirmative action in the
University of Texas' college admissions process, shocking many at
American schools.
Secretary of the College and Director of Public Affairs Charles Pollock said, "This decision put a lot of
institutions on alert to be prepared to
come under new scrutiny about how
they do and don't treat different populations differently." He added, "It's
going to have a chilling effect on
formal and informal efforts toward
diversity."
The decision by a Texas appeals
court rejects giving minority students preferences in the admissions
process as a means of creating racial
and ethnic diversity on college campuses.
Although the decision will be reviewed by the Supreme Court and
has only affected public institutions
in three states—Texas, Louisiana
and Mississippi—it is a decision
that may have a domino effect on the
remaining state schools. According
to Pollock, the decision also may
have indirect effects beyond that
geographical region.
Pennsylvania's state universities
and private colleges, including Allegheny, may eventually be impacted
by this ruling. "Allegheny does not
have a formal affirmative action
plan, but for many years we have

been creative in promoting and encouraging the enrollment of students
of color," said Dean of Admissions
Gayle Pollock.
According to Charles Pollock,
neither Allegheny nor any other institution, is required to follow affirmative action. He explained that
while, to the best of his knowledge,
there are no laws requiring a school
to abide by affirmative action,
schools electing to receive some
types of federal funding are bound to
be non-discriminatory. Allegheny is
one of these schools. Those schools
that choose not to accept these
funds, such as Grove City College,
do not have to follow these anti-discrimination guidelines.
The University of Texas ruling
has left many minority students
leery of what the future may hold.
"Without affirmative action, I
wouldn't have the opportunity that I
have now," said African-American
freshman Edward Roberson. "White
men would never give blacks or
women a fair chance if they didn't
have to." Affirmative actions allows
race to be a factor in the college admissions process to ensure the representation of a wide range of people.
According to Associate VicePresident of Development and
Alumni Affairs Susan Black-Keim,
Allegheny practices a lot of measures toward affirmative action in its
admissions process. "We target certain people in an attempt to represent all races on campus," she said,
(continued on page 8)
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NEWS BRIEFS
* News briefs cannot be run ership ability and the willingness to
more than twice and must be less devote a significant amount of time
than 50 words. Deadline is 5 p.m. to the production of the journal. InMonday.
terested students should pick up an
application from the Allegheny Lit• The Writing Center has an- erary Review office in U232 of the
nounced positions for writing tutors Campus Center. Completed applifor the 1996-97 school year. Rising cations should be returned to box
sophomores, juniors and seniors 605 no later than Friday, April 19.
from all majors are eligible to apply Questions should be directed to
for these positions. One need not be Brooke Balta <baltab>, Tony Bonds
eligible for work study to become a <bondsj> or Christina Read
tutor. Applications can be found on <readc>.
Beth Reynders' door in Cochran
234. Completed forms should be
• Students for Environmental
returned to box 172 no later than Action has organized an Earth Week
Wednesday, April 24.
celebration, April 20-27, to encourage environmental awareness and
• The Allegheny Review, a na- involvement. Celebration of Earth
tional journal showcasing under- Day will be on April 20 in the Camgraduate poetry and fiction invites pus Center, from noon until 6 p.m.
interested students to apply for the Admission is free and open to the
position of Co-Editor. The Review public. For more information constaff consists of an Editorial Board, tact Chris Resek at 337-2075 or etwo Co-Editors, Senior Editor and mail <resekc>.
Faculty Advisor who work together
to produce the journal each spring.
• The Environmental Awareness
The Co-Editor position requires not House is hosting a Pre-Earth Week
only a strong interest in literature, Jamboree to provide information
but a demonstration of strong lead- about earth week events at 377 East

Two Campus staff members recently received first place prizes
in the First Annual Collegiate Division of the Keystone Press
Awards, sponsored by the Pennsylvania Newspaper
Publishers' Association Foundation.

Editor-In-Chief Shannon Burgert '96—First Place,
Best Enterprise Series on Campus Problem or Issue,
'Publication of Salaries Feeds Debate"
Perspectives Editor Sarah Lindsay '96—First Place,
Best Column

CONGRATULATIONS.

John Street on Thursday, April 18
from 5-7 p.m. Interested students
must submit their name and identification numbers by April 14 to Margi
Johnston at 332-2148 or <johnstm>.
• Associate Professor of Political
Science Howard Tamashiro will
speak about "Fighting Prejudice:
The Japanese-American 100th Battalion in World War II" tonight at 7
p.m. in Quigley 213, as part of the
College's recognition of Asian culture in April. The event is free and
open to the public. For more information, contact the Office of Multicultural Affairs at 332-3332.
• Julius Rebek, Jr., Camille
Dreyfus Professor of Chemistry at
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, will deliver the annual Lord
Lecture at Allegheny tomorrow at
7:30 p.m. in Ford Chapel. His lecture, titled "The Molecular Assembly," is free and open to the public.
For more information, contact the
department of chemistry at 3325363.
• Wholistic health speaker and
counselor Deborah Barr will speak
on "Eastern vs. Western Medicine"
on Tuesday, April 16 at 7 p.m. in
Ford Chapel as part of Allegheny's
recognition of Asian culture. The
lecture is free and open to the public. For more information, contact
the Office of Multicultural Affairs at
332-3332.
• Through the generosity of the
late Foster B. Doane, a former Allegheny trustee, awards in art and art
history are given annually as a result
of a competition. The prizes in Art
History, Painting and Drawing,
Graphics and Sculpture or Ceramics
will be presented on April 23 during
the opening reception of the student
art exhibition. All winners will re-

ceive a cash award and a book in- sponsoring a trip to the "Take Back
scribed to indicate the nature of the the Night" Rally and March in Erie
award.
on Thursday, April 25. SAGE will
Art History (completed papers or take interested students to the rally,
notification of lectures) and Studio march and survivor speeches. Vans
Art entries are due tomorrow at 5 will leave at 5 p.m. and return at
p.m. All Allegheny students, re- approximately 10 p.m. For more ingardless of whether they are cur- formation, e-mail Jessica Baker
rently enrolled in an art class, are <bakerj>, Sarah Hall <halls>, Meta
encouraged to submit art for the Bodewes <bodewem>, Heather Tajury. For more information contact bor <taborh> or Kelley Sweeney
George Roland at 332-3382 - or 332- <sweenek>.
4365.
• The Women's Discussion
Group meets every Tuesday from 5
to 6 p.m. in the Counseling Center's
Group Room. Topics discussed are
about issues which affect women
and/or Allegheny on the whole. The
group is open, membership is flexible and attendance at all discussions
is not required. For more information contact Linda Reid in the Counseling Center at 332-4368.
• There will be a meeting tomorrow at 6 p.m. in the Campus Center
Walker Room for all students and
faculty members interested in
forming a campus-wide literacy
outreach group. - For more information, contact Lori Mushrush at 3322852.
• SAGE is sponsoring a women's
self-defense seminar on Sunday,
April 21 in Montgomery Gym. Part
I will touch on practical self-defense
for women from 10 a.m. until noon,
and Part II will feature demonstrations of various martial arts techniques from 1-3 - p.m. Instructors
also will be available to answer
questions and concerns. For more
information, e-mail Jessica Baker at
<bakerj>.
• SAGE, in conjunction with area
universities and women's groups, is

POLICE BLOTTER
The following incidents were reported to the Office of Security for
the week of April 2-9.
Theft
• An 18-inch bronze statue of a
chimpanzee valued at $500 from an
Admissions counselor's office on
April 4.
• A student's keys from his room
in Schultz Hall.
Vandalism
• Several locks in Carr Hall were
spray painted over Spring Break so
that keys could not be inserted.
Disorderly Conduct
• A Meadville resident who lives
near Ravine-Narvik Hall complained about receiving disrespectful
treatment from several Allegheny
students on April 3.
Accident
• A student's parent visiting on
Sunday fell near Schultz Hall and
sustained minor injuries.
The above information was provided by Anthony F. Sabruno, director of security. Students are encouraged to report incidents by calling
Security at 332-3357.

The Campus Asks...

As a child, what did you want to be when you grew up and why?
compiled by Ryan Ott
,

I wanted to be an archeologist
because I liked dinosaurs.

I wanted to be a part of the Brady
Bunch and sing "Sunshine Day."

Scott Lewis
Class of '99

Melissa Ninehouser
Class of '98

I wanted to grow up to be whatever my older brother was going to
turn out to have become.

Zane "Cabbage" Ismail
Class of '96

I wanted to be a motorcycle cop
and ride next to Ponch on CHiPs.

I wanted to be tall, so I could use
a urinal without jumping.

Jamie Georges
Class of '97

Lee Hartz
Class of ' 98
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"Stories of Survival" Remember Holocaust Persecution
By HEATHER MITCHELTREE
Assistant News Editor
"If you listen to 10 different
survivors of this period, you will get
10 different stories," said Fritz Ottenheimer, survivor of the Holocaust.
Ottenheimer and three others—
Yolanda Willis, Ernest Light and
Iris Landgraf—presented their
"Stories of Survival" recently in
Ford Chapel. This panel discussion,
sponsored by the Hillel organization, was part of many programs
held this month in remembrance of
the Holocaust.
Ottenheimer was a former resident of Constance, Germany, a
small town on the GermanySwitzerland border, and immigrated
to the United States in 1939. Ottenheimer opened the panel discussion with his story of the Holocaust.
"We lived very comfortably, despite the effects of the Depression,"
Ottenheimer began, describing his
life in Constance before Hitler's
reign. "No one was particular about
what church you attended until
1933."
At this time, Hitler came into
power. "Jews were not allowed to

go to movies. They could not hold
government jobs," he said. "Even
park benches had stickers on them—
'No Jews Here.'"
After Hitler gained control of
Austria, treatment of Jews worsened. Ottenheimer's family decided
to take in one of these families and
take them safely across the border.
Only a small stream in their backyard divided Germany from
Switzerland.
"This family called their friends
and relatives, telling them of their
story, and needless to say, we had
lots of company afterwards," Ottenheimer said.
Persecution of the Jews increased, however, during Kristallnacht, or the "night of broken
glass"—an event sparked by the
murder of a German official by a
Jew.
"Nearly every synagogue was
destroyed that night," Ottenheimer
said. "All men older than 16 years
were arrested and taken to camps,
including my father." His father
was released, however, after a
month. Arriving home extremely
ill, he recovered after several weeks.
The Ottenheimers managed to
immigrate to the United States, and

Ottenheimer enlisted in the army.
He then returned to Germany to
fight in World War II.
"While my father was a patriotic
soldier in World War I for Germany,
I was a soldier in World War II for
the United States, fighting against
the country of my birth."
Yolanda Willis, a survivor of the
Holocaust as a hidden child in
Greece, was one of 80,000 Jews
living in Greece at that time. Many,
however, were discovered by the
Nazis and were taken to camps. "I
was an exception," Willis said.
At age eight, Willis was taken in
by the first of two Gentile families
in Athens. This family, however,
was soon under suspicion for hiding
the children, and Willis was taken in
by a second family, referring to
them as godparents.
However, they were also under
suspicion and were completely
robbed. Soldiers entered their home
and demanded to know the whereabouts of Willis' godfather. Her
godfather was warned, however, by
a neighbor. A message was written
on the back of a bakery receipt during a trip to buy some bread.
The soldiers were forced to leave
the family home without evidence to

ASG Senatorial Roles Clarified
By TOM CHAPIN
News Editor

Allegheny Student Government
will soon vote on changing its current by-laws concerning the responsibilities and obligations of ASG
senators.
The proposed amendments to
ASG by-laws illustrate a clearer
definition of the pre-election and
post-election responsibilities of
ASG senators. According to Jim
Mehring, vice president of the junior
class and author of the proposed
amendments, each senatorial candidate must spend one hour meeting
and talking with Allegheny's student
community before the elections at a
predetermined location and time by
ASG.
The candidate must also be informed of all responsibilities and
obligations before his or her nomination. Responsibilities and obliga-

tions must appear on the candidate's laws concerning the senatorial repetition when seeking the nomina- sponsibilities made no mandatory
tion.
guidelines for attendance and volunPost-election responsibilities in- teer time.
clude membership on one of the five
Mehring was motivated to draw
standing ASG committees. Addi- up the new amendments through
tionally, the senator is responsible student feedback that said ASG's
for two representation hours per exposure is poor and that it doesn't
month in compliance with an ASG serve student needs adequately. He
predetermined location and time also saw that some senators were
frame. The ASG by-laws state that putting their ASG responsibilities on
this responsibility helps to the back shelf, he said. He believes
"represent the student body by that adding the amendments is a step
seeking out student concerns and toward clarifying senatorial roles.
ideas and sharing those concerns
"They've been debating pretty
with ASG."
heavily in the Senate," said ASG
The proposed amendments also President Kim Nelson '96. "There
require senators "to volunteer time have been some concerns about time
and services to ASG whenever nec- commitment outside of the weekly
essary," which requires each elected meeting, and how that time is going
member (except the president and to be regulated and enforced."
vice president of ASG) "to actively
Nelson noted that the enforceassist in at least one ASG spon- ment of senatorial responsibilities
sored/co-sponsored event per and obligations will be up to next
semester." The previous ASG by(continued on page 8)

arrest Willis' godfather.
After the war, Willis was re-

Iris Landgraf graduated from a
German school in 1995 and joined
the Action Reconciliation Service
for Peace program, currently working in the Holocaust Center in Piusburgh. Due to her grandparents' involvement in the Third Reich, she
was motivated to get involved in
this program. "There are Germans
who care," Landgraf said.
The Action Reconciliation Service for Peace currently possesses
120 volunteers, 20 of which are in
the United States. The remainder
serve in Europe.
Landgraf felt that through this
program, she could help educate
others and make a difference in this
organization. "So far it has been the
right decision," she said.
In reference to this and other activities sponsored by Hillel, there
has been tremendous response.
"Hillel tries to educate the campus on such events, and that is one
reason why we began this," said
Jennifer Spirer, president of Hillel.
Events concluding this time of
remembrance include the following:
• Yom Hashoa Service: Tuesday,
Apr. 16, 5:00 p.m. in Ford Memorial
Chapel
• Schindler's List: Tuesday, Apr.
16, 7:00 p.m. in McKinley's Food
Court

united with her family.
Ernest Light reviewed the Holocaust from another perspective:
fours years of experience in concentration camps.
After being discharged from the
Hungarian army due to injury, Light
was deported to Auschwitz and was
sent to other concentration camps
until 1944.
Light gave his accounts of
Auschwitz and the mass killings:
Hundreds were burned to death and
gassed; others starved. After arriving at this first camp, he was separated from his family, losing his
parents, three sisters and 10
nephews and nieces.
Vivid in Light's memory is the
traveling to each camp by train.
"We had no fresh air and no water,"
he explained. "People began to hallucinate, and we were so thirsty.
The most horrible feeling to me is
thirst."
In 1944, American soldiers,
medics, nurses and nuns arrived at
the camp and rescued the Jews. "I
had enough bread to eat, enough
water to drink, a night to sleep in
peace," Light said. Light later became a citizen of the United States.
"It will be 50 years," he stated.
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National Academic Trend Affects Allegheny Grade Distribution
(continued from page 1)
grades, they slack off even more."
The college-wide student GPA
for the fall semester at Allegheny
was 2.91, or slightly lower than a B.
In a recent meeting, Faculty
Council discussed how a more lax
work ethic has been accompanied by
an attitude among students that professors need to please the students
and not the other way around. According to results from an American
College Testing study, students
spend a total of 22 hours per week
on their studies, including class
time.
Professors agreed students do not
spend nearly enough time on their
studies. Baskan commented, "Work
gets done when there is a crisis, like
a test." Assistant Professor of Education Nancy Lowmaster added that
if students are only spending this
small amount of time on their work,
they are "not going to make it in the
real, demanding work force."
The majority of Allegheny students interviewed for the story were
surprised to hear students spend
only 22 hours a week on academic
work. Sophomore Julie Bronder
commented, "I would like to know
who the professors and administrators are addressing. I know my
friends and I are working harder
than ever for our grades."
Baskan explained how she

thought the grade distribution
should be set up at a college, based
on her U.S. graduate education. Ten
to 15 percent of the grades should be
A's, 15 to 20 percent B's, the bulk
of the grades-30 to 40 percent—
should be C's, and the rest would be
split between D's and F's, she said.
News reports have shown this
sort of distribution is not being followed. The Feb. 11, 1996 edition of
The Greensburg Tribune Review reported grade statistics for several local institutions. In 1995, California
University of Pennsylvania reported
that 32 percent of the grades were
A's, 31 percent B's, 22 percent C's,
8 percent D's and 7 percent F's. At
Thiel College, 29 percent of the
grades were As, 30 percent Bs, 19
percent Cs, 6 percent Ds and 5 percent Fs.
Why are the majority of grades
A's and B's? Because of intense
competition for good students, Allegheny and other institutions are
under increasing pressure to make
students comfortable, said several
professors.
Student pressure and attitudes
greatly contribute to grade inflation.
In the March 1 faculty meeting, Bulman reported that this semester professors made more changes bumping up a student's grade for last
semester's courses than ever before—up to 2 or 3 a day. He said

the faculty need to resist the pressure from students. "Once we bump
up [grades], we are contributing to
the grade inflation problem," he
said.
Further power is accorded students at the end of the semester
when SRIs are completed for each
professor. SRIs serve several purposes, one being a tool to evaluate
whether a professor receives tenure.
Professors said it puts them in a
tough position. Professor Miller
remarked, "There is a pressure to
keep students happy because professors want students to give them high
marks on the SRIs."
Bulman disagrees with this theory, saying there is more pressure
not to give as many A's. "Teachers
that get the best SRIs are the most
rigorous and challenging," he said.
However, students admitted that
they are more likely to give a professor low SRIs if the professor is a
hard grader. One student joked, "If
a professor gives me a lot of pop
quizzes, I know I can retaliate on the
SRIs."
Grade inflation is a complicated
issue and not all grade point averages (GPAs) across departments, or
even schools divisions, are alike.
Grade statistics show there are significant differences between departments. In the fall semester of
1995, the overall student GPA in the

Education Department was 3.59,
while in the Mathematics Department it was only 2.40. Other departments' overall GPA include:
Physics 3.14, Psychology 2.99,
English 2.92, and Political Science
2.87.
Reasons for the discrepancy involve student motivation, the difficulty and nature of course material,
and subjectivity in grading.
Liberal studies courses,. which
were recently eliminated, could also
have been a contributing factor to
grade inflation, according to Bulman. He explained the majority of
students received high marks in the
Liberal Studies Humanities (LSH)
and Liberal Studies Social Sciences
(LSS) classes, bringing up their
GPAs.
Miller said the differences are
due to the degree of subjectivity in
grading the classes and the attitude
of the students. He said grades
awarded in the natural sciences are
more straight forward than grades in
the humanities and/or social sciences.
Hair said the grade inflation
problem is "part of a larger problem
of academic standards that are declining." She continued, "There is a
tendency for students to expect less
than faculty [out of a class], especially in science classes."
Professors also expressed con-

cern with students themselves. Students need to have the correct attitude when they enter the work force,
said Baskan. "They must have the
attitude, 'I have to put forth my best
effort,' instead of, 'My boss is giving me too much work.'"
Most students said they did not
need to worry about grade inflation
because it is a national trend. Senior
Jonathan Chappell said grade inflation was a serious problem at Duke
when he was there for a semester
last year. "I think this is an issue at
many colleges, especially with
schools equal to ours," he said.
What can be done about the
problem? Improved communication
seems to be a common answer given
by professors and administrators.
Lowmaster said, "Professors need to
be a lot more explicit about what
they require and explain their expectations."
Other suggestions ranged from
putting the average class grade beside the student's individual grade
on the transcript and allowing students to write comments on the
SRIs.
Overall, many students were surprised to hear grade inflation is such
a problem at Allegheny. When informed that close to 33 percent of
the grades given last semester were
A's, the common response from
students was, "Who gets them?"

Subscription Costs Cause Pelletier Library Budgeting Problems
(continued from page 1)
weekly journal on Russia and Eastern Europe that helps his students in
the classroom and costs "only $75
per year," he said. Thorson told
him that he could make a formal request but that it would be turned
down because the library couldn't
afford it.
Presently English lends out his
personal copies of the journal to
students. If he wants a class to read
an article, he makes copies of it. "I
can't do without it," he said. "It's a
great source for my students."

Associate Professor of Modern
Languages Jaume Marti-Olivella,
who teaches Spanish, would like to
have Spanish and Latin-American
newspapers in the library, which has
neither. He said that he took the
first step to order them but didn't
pursue it because the library couldn't afford it. He does, however,
give news articles from a Spanish
newspaper that can be accessed over
the Internet to his students, but it
takes a long time to download, he
said.
Marti-Olivella suggested that the
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library investigate which periodicals
can be accessed over the Internet
because that could eliminate the
need for some standard subscriptions.
While the Internet could be an
invaluable tool, Marti-Olivella still
would like to have an actual Spanish
newspaper in the library for his students' use.
Some departments are aware that
they must review their periodicals
and decide what could be cancelled
so that others can be added that
more accurately fit the needs of their
students.
The Biology Department takes a
look at its subscription list every
couple of years, especially when a
professor is added to the faculty,
said Associate Professor and Chairman of the Biology Department
Glen Wurst. He said, "The library
has tried [its] best to accommodate
what we want."
The Biology Department has not
reviewed its subscriptions yet this
year, but when it does, it will receive a list of Biology Department
journals, and then decide which are
still useful and which are not, he
said. If the price of a journal has increased substantially, the department may decide to drop it and get
another instead.
Michael Barry, associate professor of mathematics and chairman of
the Mathematics Department, said
that his department has reevaluated
periodical holdings in the past, but
not recently. The department plans
to reevaluate its subscriptions before

the end of the semester and possibly
make some changes for next
semester.
The Math Department recently
added an on-line search for math reviews, Barry said, and will probably
drop a journal to cover the cost.
"We add very carefully and
cheaply," he said.
Sherry Bingham, who works
with periodicals at Pelletier Library,
explained some problems with periodical prices. She said that chemistry, math and physics journals are
usually the most expensive, and that
frequency of publication and the
number of pages in a periodical determines the widely varied price increases. Thorson explained that another problem is that a periodical
price often doubles for an academic
institution because the potential for
use is so much higher.
The library is continually worrying over how to handle the price increases, which include some surprises, said Thorson. Rising postal
rates and costs of paper are also affecting publishers who are directly
passing them on to subscribers. The
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette is raising
prices because of this. "We are trying to deal with these problems, but
they just aren't solved overnight,"
Thorson said.
She does recognize the needs of

students, though, One recent complaint of students is that the library
does not have The New York Times
available on the day it is printed.
This is because, for $480, the library
receives the "Final Late City Edi-

tion" a few days after printing. This
edition is complete and is microfilmed and indexed, which is important for research purposes. For financial reasons the library had decided not to get a duplicate subscription from Auxiliary Services for $28
to make a same-day edition available.
Because of the complaints, the
library ordered the second subscription on March 25. If students use it
during the rest of the semester and
find it helpful to have a current edition available, it may become a
permanent subscription. "I'm willing to give it a go," Thorson said.
As far as the Internet goes, the
library has investigated getting online access to periodicals, Thorson
said. She said the library may be
able to pay a flat fee in coming
years to get access to hundreds of
periodicals on-line, rather than
through standard subscriptions. The
only problem is that many of the
periodicals included in those
databases would not be used by Allegheny students or faculty.
According to Thorson, it might
be possible in the future to get access to only the periodicals Allegheny needs from University Microfilms, a company that microfilms
journals, periodicals and newspapers
and provides access to databases
with all of the titles.
Said Thorson: "I think we are
making really good progress in
providing access to information.
There is a lot to be said for providing access when you can't possibly
[have] ownership."
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EDITORIAL

Making the Comp
an Even Stronger Asset
The Senior Comprehensive Project is a much beleaguered part of Allegheny life. Everyone has heard the horror stories and seen the comping seniors who look as
though they haven't slept since sometime in their sophomore year. In reality, the comp is a beneficial experience,
but there are a few problems that need to be addressed.
Unlike other institutions, where only a limited few
in the student body are allowed the opportunity to engage
in original research, everyone at Allegheny has that opportunity. The bulk of the majors have full-year comps, which
allows students a semester devoted to research, leaving
them free to concentrate on the written aspect in their second semester. Maintaining high standards of quality becomes exceedingly difficult when students are limited to
only three months of work in a one semester comp. Having
to write and research in one semester leaves students with
less of an opportunity to produce a quality piece of academic work. If all departments offered full-year comp options, they would notice a significant improvement in the
overall quality of projects.
As one of the few schools with a comp, Allegheny
should do more to promote it and bring it up to a higher
level of seriousness. Many students, if given the choice,
would not do a comp, and this leads to students not giving a
meaningful effort. Some students wait until only a few
weeks before their comp is due before beginning work, and
end up finishing with a substandard product. Professors
should take more care in grading and not simply give a
passing grade to allow the student to graduate. The comp
should be taken for what it is: the chance for students to
experiment in their field and use all of their abilities to produce the best work they can. With better care and maintenance from the college, Allegheny can make the comp one
of its primary drawing cards for prospective students.
The comp allows us to use our liberal arts education
to its fullest capacity. Serving as the culmination of one's
time at Allegheny, the comp provides a chance to explore a
specific area of interest in depth, as well as a chance to
work with our professors as academic peers, and demonstrate to graduate schools that we are capable of scholarship
and not simply drones regurgitating things learned in the
classroom on an exam.
Underclassmen should take note and begin to think
about their comps early. Schedules should be planned to
allow enough time to give the comp the serious attention
that it deserves. Serious scholorship becomes exceedingly
difficult when taking three upper level classes at the same
time.

All editorials represent the majority opinion of the
Editorial Board.
The Campus welcomes all reader response. We reserve the right
to reject all letters of a purely promotional nature, as well as letters which
do not meet our standards of integrity, accuracy and decency. We also
reserve the right to edit pieces for space and grammar. Opinions expressed
in Letters to the Editor, editorial columns and editorial cartoons do not
necessarily represent the viewpoint of The Campus. The deadline for
letters is 5 p.m. the Monday before publication. Letters must be typewritten, double-spaced and signed, with a phone number included for
verification. Any letter that cannot be verified will not be printed.

All questions concerning the above policy should be directed to the
Editor-in-Chief
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Letters to the Editor

Residence Life succumbed to the
problem of homophobia? Perhaps,
they feel they are not capable of
handling it, or perhaps they simply
do not want to be bothered with additional problems. Maybe they want
house,
but
on
the
other
hand,
I
am
I am not one to openly discuss
to prevent Allegheny's image from
matters of sexuality because I feel not aware of hundreds of students becoming too gay, thereby protectpining
away
for
a
safe
place
to
medthey should not be an issue.
ing precious alumni donations. Of
However, after reading last week's itate.
course,
I have no justification for
To be openly homosexual while
The Campus article on why
making such accusations, but I
living
in
the
dorms
is
something
Residence Life did not grant apfirmly believe that ulterior motives
proval for the Gay Pride House, my which I believe takes a tremendous should always be considered.
amount
of
courage.
For
those
stubeliefs have been eclipsed by outAt Allegheny, intolerance has
rage. I became dumbfounded upon dents, I have an enormous amount been allowed to abound beyond an
of
respect.
Perhaps,
the
reason
there
witnessing such great myopia and
unbelievable level. It has gone far
hypocrisy. If Residence Life re- seems to be such an infinitesimal beyond prejudice against minorities
jected Gay Pride House on the sole number of gay, lesbian and bisexual to the point where there is little acbasis of a mediocre proposal, then I students on campus is that many are ceptance for people who may dress
would have no qualms. However, deep in the closet living in unholy differently, listen to unpopular muthe other reasons which they gave fear of the repercussions which may sic, or have liberal political beliefs.
are absolutely unacceptable and in- fall unto them. So, to those who say On a campus such as this, diversity
there is no need for a safe and less
defensible.
in all aspects needs to be urgently
stressful place in which gay students
promoted, and not shoved into the
can live, I say you are wrong—no
closet. After this incident, one has
one should have to live in fear.
Michael P. Mansfield
The final excuse which to question the sincerity of the adResidence Life employed is com- ministration's commitment to , pro pletely incomprehensible: homo- mote a diverse student body.
Where there is intolerance, there
One of the excuses given was phobia on campus. What a great is ignorance. If Allegheny ever
idea!
Part
of
the
student
body
perthat the needs of such students are
wants to earn a national reputation
appeased by the Committee in secutes homosexuals, so why not as an excellent educational instituhave
Residence
Life
join
in
on
the
Support of Gay, Lesbian and
tion, then it must halt the proliferaBisexual People. If this is the case, fun? I would like to ask those in tion of such ignorance on campus,
then why are there houses for Black, Residence Life who supported this
and not let the fires of intolerance
Asian and chemistry students, when excuse a question: would you have burn as Residence Life has apparthere exists ABC, A5, and the not protected Jews in Nazi Germany ently chosen to do.
since that was the order of the day?
Chemii Club?
One does not conquer intolerance Michael P. Mansfield is a member
Another excuse given is that the
Selection Committee did not find a by giving into it. So then why has of the Class of 1997.

"student need" for a gay pride
•
•
house. This is in light of the apHouse Rejection
proval of the Meditation and
Mindfulness House. Now, I am not
Questioned
attacking the purpose of such a

Volunteers
Thanked
As we near National Volunteer
Week (April 21-27), I want to take
this time to say "Thanks!" to some
special Allegheny students.

Lisa H. Schmalzried
I know Allegheny motivates their
students to get involved with the
community. We at the Crawford

County READ Program appreciate
this. If it were not for our
Allegheny Office Volunteers, our
learners wouldn't get called for support group meetings, our tutors
wouldn't be reminded to send their
reports in, our copies would take
longer to make and I would be tied
up on the phone instead of working
with clients. Several learners would
be without tutors and life and the office would not be as fun!
It is at the special time (National
Volunteer Week) that the READ
Program would like to publicly ac knowledge the time and dedication
of these students. In addition to
their full class load, homework, tests

and social life, they choose to give
of themselves on a weekly or asneeded basis. What an example
they are to the community of
Meadville and fellow students at
Allegheny.
Thank you Donna Briggs, Jill
Clemenich, Eric Lama, Lori
Mushrush, Elizabeth Pazin,
Elizabeth Pohley, Emily Sullivan,
Marcia Troese and Jennifer
Wheelock. We've loved getting to
know you an admire the qualities
that motivate you to become involved in the lives of others.
Lisa H. Schmalzried is the tutorl learner coordinator for the
Crawford County Read Program.
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Subway Vigilante
on Defense Again
More than ten years ago on a
New York City subway, four young
black men approached Bernard Goetz
and asked him for five dollars.
Goetz promptly shot all four of
them and claimed self-defense; that
he feared for his life, a valid fear on
the less than peaceful subway system. These shootings earned Goetz
the nickname of the 'Subway
Vigilante.'

Josh Atkins

he would still do the same thing
again; but was it racially motivated?
I don't believe it was.
This entire farce of trial is what's
wrong with our society in a microcosm. It has it all: slimy lawyers, a
violent backdrop, racism, soon to be
a TV-movie coming your way soon.
I don't think that what Goetz did
was wrong. He took a stand and
fought back against the violence that
he lived with. If anyone seriously
thinks that Goetz's only reason for
shooting the youths was racism,
then they are blind. Do you think
that if Goetz were accosted by four
white boys he would have hesitated
to shoot them as well?
I'm not going to pretend that
Goetz is a model of mental stability,
but that does not make what he did
an insane act. Goetz felt he was in
danger, and defended himself.
Should we expect everyone to simply lay down and let themselves be
taken advantage of? We have the police who are here to defend to us, but
no matter how good they may be,
they cannot be everywhere. People
shouldn't be expected to not defend
themselves if they deem it necessary.

A jury acquitted Goetz of attempted murder charges three years
after the incident, but today Goetz is
back in court. One of the youths
that he shot, Darrell Cabey, is suing
Goetz for $50 million. Cabey was
paralyzed in the shooting.
Ronald Kuby, Cabey's attorney,
is pursuing this case because he feels
Goetz's shooting was a clear-cut case
of racist violence. Kuby contends
that the only reason Goetz opened
fire was that the four youths were
black.
Certainly this was a violent act,
and Goetz holds little remorse for his
actions, even going so far as to say Josh Atkins is Assistant Perspecthat given the same circumstances, tives Editor for The Campus.
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A Case of the Postmodern Blues
Whenever I hear the word
"postmodern," my stomach tightens
to a nauseous ball. Postmodernity
kind-of emerged—a movement like
romanticism or existentialism.
Since, it has spread out to a culture
which possesses little real understanding of what it means, but rather
has vague, uneasy senses about
postmodernism.

Phillip M. Rhodes
Given the unconditional celebration of all forms of spectacle I promote, you may find my questioning
odd. Postmodernity as scholarship
embraces the popular culture I so
adore. But that doesn't mean its
implications can be ignored.
To begin with, the word postmodern implies the impossible. The
current moment we occupy is the
modern. The modern is on the edge
of the curve. How can we hope to
get ahead of the curve of time? I
like to think of myself as inhabiting
the modern, the present-day. Are
current Americans after the modern? If so, where are we?
As for time, what is it? Any extensive sort of time talk just confuses me. Time is what the watch I
wear tells me. The only change it
undergoes is the sweeping of a
clock's hands—or as postmodernity
might have it, time changes in the
shifting liquid crystal pattern of a
digital watch.
Postmodernity is described as

chaotic—a confused moment. The
word "moment" is often invoked,
due to the shrinkage of time caused
by nuclear arms. If the world could
be destroyed at any moment, our
concept of time speeds up. So, we
can conclude that postmodernity is
built largely upon the idea of destruction. No wonder violence is, or
seems to be, legion.
As for the chaos—postmodernity
means fragmentation. We are divided by race, nationality, gender,
sexual orientation. We are separated by immeasurable distances
which postrnodernity seeks to close
through mercurial technology.
Communication occurs as often over
the telephone or via e-mail as faceto-face.
But at the same time, there is an
ominous order to the present day.
Beepers attached to our bodies betray our presence and make us constantly available. The great
American road no longer provides
escape—you can be contacted on
your car phone (or fax).
Unbelievable modes of surveillance
exist, accessible to nearly anyone
with the small amount of information needed. Your credit card company continually sells personal information to consumer groups.
The postmodern is also the jarring juxtaposition of images.
Culture is apparently all in one basket now, as opposed to distinctions
between high and low. MTV is one
example. Music which includes
samples is another. Just listen to the
sounds of postmodernity, exemplified in rap and alternative music,

formerly known as "postmodern."
It's often ugly, abrasive and dissonant. Symbols clash together to
form their own meanings. Art and
culture are no longer slow, drawnout processes carried out by solitary
craftsmen.
Now we pick and choose and everyone can contribute in an infinite
array of ways, or sit back and let
multinational corporations do the
picking, choosing and creating.
Originality is an uncertain concept.
Everybody's an expert. Everyone is
a craftsman. The postmodern's embrace of popular culture invites everyone to participate, whether by
creating a home page on-line or
watching the latest Sony corporation
release.
Postmodernity raises a host of
difficult questions. How successful
and meaningful are our current cultural contributions? Are we as postmoderns just culture vultures relentlessly mining the past-, not for inspiration, but to cut and paste our own
"creations?" Has the human component of modern communication been
lost in a tangle of fiber optic wires?
As Jeannette Winterson asked in
Sexing the Cherry (and in last
week's Perspectives' quote box),
"(I)s knowledge increasing or is detail accumulating?"—a very pertinent question. Can we trust time, or
do we even really know what time it
is?
Just something to think about for
all us postmodern Generation X-ers.
Phillip M.. Rhodes is Perspectives
Editor for The Campus.

Stripped Down to the Core
A great deal of controversy,
sparked by the nudity scheduled to
appear in one of the numbers, preceded last week's Orchesis performance. The number, choreographed
by Dawn Naser and Matt Fuchs, featured three dancers appearing nude.
But before the performance, there
were requests from a portion of the
company to remove the nudity. The
requests of these students were
stated concisely by Kris Dienes in
Nicci Micco's article from last
week's Campus.

Robert Hartman
"People don't come to Orchesis
for artistic value... they come to see
their friends dance. I don't think it's
necessarily appropriate for this performance, especially since so many
students have little brothers and sisters that are going to come to the
performance."
Dienes addressed one of the issues that is at the core of the controversy—artistic integrity. The issue
is obviously up for interpretation.
Whose artistic integrity should be
preserved? While Naser has every
right to choreograph what she

wants, the dancers who perform in
those numbers, as well as the entire
organization, also have a right to
preserve their artistic integrity, and
their personal integrity as well. In
presenting their concerns in the form
of a signed petition, the dancers who
were concerned with the issue of
nudity handled the situation maturely. It seems, though, that they
may have done the right thing for
the wrong reason.
In registering their complaint,
one of the main points was the audience reaction. Since family and
friends were to be present, concern
was voiced over the presence of
children in the audience. The question was raised over the appropriateness of the nudity. Is it proper
for children to view nudity, and will
it have an adverse affect on their development?
Vulgar displays of nudity, such
as the nudity that typically appears
in pornography, is not appropriate
for children. But nudity in an artistic form is a different situation. Far
from being harmful, experiencing
nudity as an art form can help to
forge in a child an appreciation of
art, and help to further the r development. Nudity has historically
been a form of expression, used by

many of the world's greatest artists.
Witness the painters and sculptors of
the Renaissance. Michaelangelo,
Raphael and Da Vinci all created
works of art that featured the nude
human body. And Renaissance art
is not generally classified as vulgar,
or damaging to a young mind.
The issue of children aside, it
must also be asked if audience disapproval is a valid reason for totally
eliminating a number from a show.
Audience reaction is important in
any form of performance art. It is
the thrill of performing for an audience, and the audience's reactions to
a performance that makes one want
to perform. But the entire weight of
a decision should not rest solely on
the basis of audience approval or
disapproval. To make a judgment
call on a matter such as the nudity in
the dance number solely on the basis
of the audience's reaction prostitutes
the art. It's selling out merely to
please the audience, instead of portraying the work as it was intended
by the artist.
In judging the nudity that was to
be portrayed, the audience should
take into account the same factors
that the artist must consider. In
portraying nudity, the artist is not
(continued on page 7)
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The Trials of
Life and Love

WASHINGTON — Amazing, what makes up a life.
Thoughtless, everyday stuff, mostly. You wake up, fix the coffee, splash
down some juice. You shake out a bowl of whatever cereal appeals to you.
Like a thousand times before.

Sporting A Fresh Perspective

Donna Britt

But sometimes, the news reminds us of how fast people's private everyday beginnings can veer into public nightmares.
The death of Commerce Secretary Ron Brown has me thinking this way.
So does the story of the Washington girl, 14, who was mauled after a
strange man sicked a pit bull on her for refusing to undress for him. On
Tuesday, the girl told her story to the city council, which voted to muzzle all
such animals in public.
In everyday life, as most of us know it, beloved husbands and fathers
come home after business trips. Middle school girls stroll safely down the
street. Dogs are amusing in their awfulness—like my colleague's pet,
which ate all the cash in his money clip.
In everyday life, as most of us prefer it, things tend toward the boring.
They're neither as catastrophic as the crimes and crashes flashed by the
news, nor as ecstatic as the sepia-tinted births, weddings and reunion that
coax our tears in TV commercials. The momentous, good and bad, should
be icing on events as mundane as your son making his bed without a
reminder, or the 500th time your husband mutters "I love you" without
thinking.
I hate it when everyday life refuses to stay everyday, when it twists itself
into some errant things that forces "God, no" from your lips even before
you learn why everyone is asking, "Did you hear about Ron Brown?"
And it never should result in an innocent like 14-year-old Allison Judah
needing plastic surgery to repair scars she received for refusing to be debased. Healing Allison's psychic wounds may be tougher—though it may
help her to know that she helped persuade the city council to require the
public muzzling of Rottweilers and pit bulls.
But everyday life doesn't promise to be nice. Sometimes, it's noticing,
all of a sudden, the sags, stiffenings and increasing slips of memory of an
aging loving one. It's having the doctor call to say that your "routine" test
suggests something frighteningly nonroutine. It's the look on your child's
face when he says that a boy at his school was killed in a car crash, and that
the child's mom "is OK in her body, but she's emotionally hurt."
It's hearing that someone as gifted, glamorous and influential as Brown
is suddenly and preposterously gone—and being struck by stuff that has
nothing to do with his eminence. Stuff that has more to do with you.
"The abruptness of it made me think about his wife," said a friend who
called after the tragic plane crash. "What were his last words to her, and her
last words to him? I thought of how I wonder, whenever I leave the house
and my husband's asleep, should I just slip out or kiss him good-bye?
Should I ensure that my last interaction is one of love?"
How many of us felt queasy watching footage of Brown filmed early on
the day he died? Knowing what he couldn't have known, we watched him
making a speech and hugging a servicewoman, warmly wrapped up in the
everyday.
What I saw made me shiver. It also made me long to have known this
charming, committed man; made me wish I'd heard a bit more about his
wonderfulness when he was among us, and a bit less about allegations about
his finances.
The day Brown died, my lunch date happened to be a longtime friend of
tion of the dances in Jesus Christ have been the focus of OrchesisSuperstar, it is highly doubtful that the artwork of Naser's choreography his. She was in the midst of a running tiff with her husband—and secretly
enjoying its recriminations and stabbing silences—when she learned of the
she is using this merely for a shock and the individual dancers.
crash. Her first thought: "I have to let this go."
value. Unfortunately, instead of fo"In the scheme of things," she told me, what she and her husband had
cusing on the quality of the perfor- Robert Hartman is Assistant
fought
over "wasn't so important. We're alive—and we can fix anything."
mance, most of the pre-performance Perspectives Editor for The
Interesting,
what makes up a life. Mostly, it's choices—from deciding
Campus.
hype focused on the quantity and
which cereal to start with to turning, unknowingly, down the street where a
duration of the nudity in one num fool with an attitude is walking his dog.
ber.
Write to The CAMPUS
The main choice, of course, is deciding what to focus on. Thinking beOn the whole, the situation
fore
choosing could mean learning to speak well of the living. Or deciding
seemed to be out of focus. The exBOX 12
before tragedy strikes that whatever ridiculous things those in our everyday
treme attention given to the nudity
lives do, they deserve the best we can muster.
detracted attention from what should
It could mean remembering that even when we fail to give out best,
those whom we love will remember it anyway.
Amazing. All we're ever dealing with is love—or the lack of it. Which
one we focus on determines everyone's everyday life.

Stanford Women's Basketball cap ritual of my peers to feel unappreciand sweat shirt, a girl who could ated. Veterans of earlier fights will
recite names of the players as if they tell you that the young women today
were a rock group. I was delighted have no idea of our struggle. On
by the sight of women cheerleaders campus, I met teachers who sounded
doing cartwheels for women play- like grumpy parents talking about
ers, my first long look at boyfriends children who "take it for granted."
and brothers rooting crazily for the
But I say, "Good."
After all, we don't pay homage
success of these sisters.
This is old news to those who to our foremothers every time we
have watched college women's bas- vote. Nor does every African
Ellen Goodman
ketball emerge into the big time. American feel grateful when he sits
Old news to the young players who at the front of the bus.
are impatiently waiting for the bigWe do not require a pregame nod
So how is it possible that I spent ger time—for parity or even pro of appreciation or a half-time deditwo nights last weekend with my ball.
cation to the elders without whom
But as woman old enough to be this game would not be taking place.
game face on, watching the NCAA
Women's Final Four basketball the mother of these players, I Do not praise us for walking four
tournament? Who was this woman brought to my first season a genera- miles in the snow to school.
tuned to ESPN, counting fouls, tional delight. Not the delight of an
Those who are involved one way
cheering at turnovers and analyzing alumna of the university, but that of or another in social movements
a loyal alumna of the changes that should long for the day when that
point guards?
Well, a funny thing happened brought these strong and talented change is taken for granted. That's
during my winter sojourn at women to star status.
the day, surely, when it's irrevocaWhen I was in college, sex dis- ble.
Stanford. Against all odds, I becrimination was not just rampant; it
came a fan.
But if I could share one experiI wish I could say it was only be- was legal. Title 9 didn't pass until ence with the younger generation it
cause of the quality game played by 1972 and the seminal sports event of wouldn't be a war story. It would
the university team that made it to the early women's movement was- be the experience of pride and conthe Final Four in a tournament that n't the Final Four, but—I blush to nection—a kind of parenthood—that
was finally, bountifully won by remember—the 1973 tennis can eventually come to those who
Tennessee. I wish I could say it was matchup between star Billie Jean are part of a large movement for
just the athleticism of Kate Starbird, King and hack Bobby Riggs.
change.
My generation operated on the
who shoots like her name, or the
In an era of individualism, that
leadership of Jamila Wideman, who belief that if we built it, they would may be real news. Today, when
plays the court like a conductor, or come. If we made way for the op- they are off the court and beyond the
the aggressive intensity of Vanessa portunities of all kinds, the next campus, most young people are told
generation would grab the ball and that they are on their own. They
Nygaard.
But that was only part of it. run.
must make it on their own. They
Every woman who played in will succeed and fail on their own.
Frankly, I was converted the moBut from my spectator's seat
ment I entered Maples Pavilion for Charlotte, N.C. last weekend was
my first ever women's basketball born after Title 9 had changed, if not there is much to be said for teamgame and saw a house full of stu- yet leveled, the playing field. They work. Take it from a fan.
dents screaming and a scruffy band are the next generation that mine
counted one.
playing. For women athletes.
© 1996, The Boston Globe
And they take it for granted.
I was hooked when I sat down
Newspaper Company
I know. It is axiomatic, a nearnext to a 9-year-old girl with a
WASHINGTON—On any Wide
World of Sports scale, I weigh in as
sports-orexic. The sound of football
on television strikes my ear like a
nail across a blackboard. I can't
pick Marcus Camby out of a superstar lineup. I don't even use sports
metaphors.

Hartman
cont' d.
(continued from page 6)
generally out for a cheap thrill, or
merely to provide a shock. Granted
there are times when this is the case,
but concerning the Orchesis performance, this does not seem to be true.
Judging by Naser's previous choreography, such as the sexual adapta-

© 1996, Washington Post Writers Group
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Texas Court Decision Affects Affirmative Action Admissions
(continued from page 1)
adding, "Allegheny doesn't use affirmative action as a conformity to a
law. We just want different types of
people." Part of Black-Keim's job
entails the handling of complaints
on race, disabilities and sex. In three
years, she has received only one
complaint against affirmative action.
The controversy over affirmative
action has been growing on college
and university campuses throughout
America, and many minorities on
campus have expressed a fear toward
the cutting of affirmative action.
While some of them are apprehensive of what the future may hold,
others have suggested ways that the
system could be reformed. Students
have discussed various aspects of affirmative action, ranging from the
need for an accurate definition to dispel the myth behind 'giving blacks
everything' to what role affirmative
action plays in creating a diverse
campus.
To most minority students, affirmative action translated into equal
opportunity or a fair chance, yet the
country is in an uproar over granting
people an opportunity to advance
themselves, they said. "It allows us
to get a foot in the door," said senior
Souyma Chandra, who is of Indian
descent. "America hasn't reached
that stage where people of color get
equal opportunity," she said. If affirmative action is cut, many minorities and women would not be as
prominent in higher institutions as
they are now, students said.
While black students see affirmative action as equal opportunity,
some white students said that it is
unfair. "Affirmative action sacrifices
one person for another. It's kind of

like communism. It has good intentions, but it doesn't work," said
sophomore Nadeem Moakeh, who is
of Syrian descent. Another white
student said that "whites are often
bypassed in the admissions process
in order to accomodate minority students (sometimes less qualified) for
more diversity on college campuses."
In debating affirmative action,
people often assume that minorities
are given things and they don't work
for them, students said. Those who
oppose racial preferences in the admissions process often highlight
lower test scores, said black sophomore Nadra Tyus. "It's not about
test scores. They look at the person
as a whole," said Roberson. "They
aren't going to take someone just
because they're black. They have to
work for it." Tyus pointed out that
test scores don't necessarily measure
a student's full ability. She stated,
"There are black and white students
with low S.A.T. scores that get admitted into colleges. It goes both
ways."
Some white students argue that
students should be admitted into colleges based on their academic abilities and not their skin color.
Sophomore Michael Gorman stated
that he would have no problem if a
minority with higher test scores was
admitted into college over him. "If
they had something less, then I
might wonder what's wrong," he
said. Moakeh agreed, "It's unfair for
someone who is less qualified to be
admitted just to fill a quota."
The key argument for using racial
preferences in the admissions process
is to promote diversity on campus.
Without affirmative action, "we will
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revert back to the 1950s," said
Roberson. "Schools will become
segregated and blacks won't have a
chance." Diversity on college campuses would severely plummet
without affirmative action, say some
students. "Allegheny wouldn't be as
multicultural as it claims to be,"
said Tyus. "If affirmative action
wasn't in effect, they wouldn't care
about diversity. They just get minorities now for the numbers."
On the other hand, white students
feel that nothing will change in the
absence of affirmative action.
"Allegheny won't change as much as
people think," said Gorman.
"Allegheny doesn't care what race
you are. It wants the best students
possible." Moakeh also stated that
overall, things really wouldn't
change without affirmative action.
"Allegheny really doesn't use race as
a factor in being accepted, whereas
other institutions grab minorities as
a means of filling a quota," he said.
Although some argue that racial
preferences are unfair, others say that
there are ways to make the system
work. The answer to the problem of
racial preferences in college admissions does not lie in the dismantling
of affirmative action, said white junior Frank McAtee. Instead, the
system needs to be reformed. "They
need to set standards for people who
enter through affirmative action. If
they don't make the grades, they're
gone," he said.
Chandra echoed McAtee's views,
stating that the system is misused in

many instances and that people who
have grown up in harsh living environments need a leg up more than
others. "Affirmative action should
be limited to segments of the population who really need it," she said,
adding, "I don't believe that uppermiddle class minorities need it because they don't represent the real
face of black America."
If affirmative action in the admissions process is cut, a bleak future
may be ahead for minorities
throughout the country said minority
students here. "Without affirmative
action, everything will go down the
drain. It's sad, but it's true," said
Tyus, adding that "many women and
minorities will be hurt by the Texas
court decision." Roberson said, "No
matter what people say, there will be
less and less black faces on college

campuses. I don't care what Dole
and Buchanan say. I know it's true."
Accordingly, Chandra stated that denial is the worst reaction and that
America needs to realize that there is
a problem and work toward correcting it.
"We can only be hopeful that
America has grown," said Keim.
"I'm not totally convinced of this,
but we can just hope for the best."
Tyus argued that to create a bright
future for minorities and women, affirmative action must be retained.
"We need to have people in the right
positions who are fair and understanding of today's society," she
said. "As a country, we need to separate ourselves from hate and realize
that everyone needs an opportunity
to get an education."

ASG Amends By-Laws

(continued from page 3)
cases of comping seniors who might
year's Attorney General, Brett sacrifice their ASG responsibilities
Huselton '98. Nelson also said that for other reasons.
non-compliance with the obligations
"It's up to (the administration)
are grounds for removal.
how much new people learn before
Mehring believes that there are they are elected," Mehring said,
some senators who merely use ASG "and it's up to the students to come
as a resume booster, but they have to ASG and find out what they can."
also noted that there are senators The new amendments will go to
who feel a legitimate responsibility the Rules Committee for review on
to the student body they represent. Sunday, and the first vote in front of
Previously, the inclusion of sena- the Senate will take place next
torial responsibilities on a candi- Tuesday at ASG's weekly meeting.
date's petition was done at the dis- The amendments must be voted on
cretion of the ASG administration and approved two weeks in a row
on an individual basis, such as in for inclusion in the ASG by-laws.

Science Students Alarmed by Vandalism
(continued from page 1)
painted closed and motor oil was
dumped on the floor of a storage
room in the Physics Department in
Carr Hall.
According to department secretary
Gail Kralj, several of the faculty
members' nameplates also were
painted.
Physics Laboratory Technician
Robert Timlin said that a superconducting device used by both comping
students and advanced laboratory
classes also was stolen from a lab
around this time. According to Timlin this piece of equipment was
worth over $1,000.
The latest unreported incident occured last Thursday in Palmer's laboratory during an afternoon toxicology lab. Joe Waksmundski '97 and
his lab group left tadpoles, which
they were separating for an experiment, in the lab while they returned
to their classroom to set up the experiment. When they returned 15
minutes later, teaching assistant
Dave Masciola '96 discovered that
one of the tadpoles had been taken
out of the water and placed on the
counter bleeding, with its tail cut in
half.
"I was shocked that somebody
would do this," Waksmundski said,
adding, "How did they know that the
experiment wasn't part of a comp
project that someone had been work-

ing on all year?"
When asked about past incidents,
Palmer recalled a problem from a
few years ago, while construction on
the science complex was being completed. He explained that some tadpoles used in a student's project were
killed by student construction workers who sprayed Windex around the
lab while assigned to wash windows.
The recent incidents have raised
concerns about security measures in
these buildings, which house many
comp and independent project experiments.
Jennifer Bogo '97, who will start
an environmental science comp next
year, said, "I'm really alarmed
because I'll be using these labs in
the future. I just think it's inconsiderate to go around destroying other
people's work."
Citing one security problem,
Palmer said that it is hard to keep
track of who uses the facilities because so many comping seniors have
keys to laboratories. "Sometimes
they'll run out to grab dinner or
something and just not think to lock
up," he said.
According to Sabruno, two student monitors, employed by security, currently patrol the Hall of Advanced Biology and the Doane Hall
of Chemistry during the evening
hours. In past years, students entering the complex during the evening

had to sign in and out, with a building monitor at the door. Though
Sabruno thinks the door monitor
system was a good idea, he said that
students could have entered the building without signing in or by signing
a false name.
Despite these recent security issues, Sabruno reported that "the
science complex, as a whole, has
pretty decent control" considering the
amount of students who use it. He
added that giving comping seniors
keys has worked well, saying that,
"We try not to interfere with the
process of their work getting done."
Palmer stated that communication between departments sharing the
science complex is good. "When
something like this happens, most
of the faculty hear about it," he said.
Among students, Wissinger said,
there is a type of "self-policing." He
explained, "Seniors and juniors generally respect each other's work and
look out for one another."
Sabruno said that students involved in incidents like the ones described could be tried on charges
ranging from disorderly conduct to
criminal mischief to vandalism, depending on the severity of the action. Cases could be handled by a
number of judicial means, including
reviews by the Office of Security or
the College Judicial Board.
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Poet Angel to Read Neither World
Writer to Conclude Single Voice Series
By NICCI MICCO

Assistant Arts & Leisure Editor
Poet Ralph Angel will conclude
this season's Single Voice Reading
Series next Wednesday, April 17 at
8 p.m. in Ford Chapel.
Angel's Neither World recently
was awarded the James Laughlin
Award of the Academy of American
Poets. The award is the United
States' most prestigious prize for a
second book and complements his
already impressive list of literary accomplishments. Angel has been
awarded the Pushcart Prize and
awards from the Fulbright Foundation and Poetry magazine.
Angel's poems have appeared in
such publications as The New
Yorker, Poetry, The Antioch Review,
and The American Poetry Review,

and have been collected in various
anthologies, including The Best
American Poetry, New American
Poets of the 90s and Forgotten Language: Contemporary Poets and
Nature.
Originally from Seattle, Angel
now teaches creative writing at California's University of Redlands.
Associate Professor of English
Diane Goodman, who is the coordinator of the Single Voice Reading
Series, described Angel's poetry as
"remarkably wise and intelligent
with great emotional depth."
Goodman said that Angel relies
on composing details of the ordinary
world into a form with an "amazing
grasp of rhythm."
Following Angel's reading will
be a reception in the oratory, at
which Angel's two books of poetry,

Neither World and Anxious Latitudes, will be available for purchase.
Assistant Professor of English
Kirk Nesset has assumed the responsibilities of contracting writers and
organizing the readings for next season, replacing Goodman, who has
coordinated the program for the past
seven years.
Nesset said that he is working on
a "stunning line-up" for next year.
Since so many of this year's guest
writers were poets, Nesset has tried
to incorporate more fiction writers
into the series.
Scheduled to read are Pulitzer
Prize winner Robert Olen Butler,
‘,. 115466
National Book Award recipient
Hannah Barry, the widely published ANGEL TO SPEAK—Poet Ralph Angel will conclude the Single Voice
Kate Braverman and Nesset himself. Reading Series next Wednesday evening in Ford Chapel. The reading
Next Wednesday's reading is free is free and open to the public.
and open to the public.

Mummenschanz Mimes to Visit
By ED JACKOWSKI
Arts & Leisure Writer
Mime troupe Mummenschanz
will deliver their unique brand of
visual, kinetic humor to Allegheny
tonight at 8 p.m. in Shafer Auditorium.
The spectacular Swiss maskmime three-man troupe presented
its first program in 1972 as a fringe
event at the Avignon Festival.
Mummenschanz formed in
1969 when Bernie Schurch and the
late Andres Bossard staged their
first show together.

Originally the two Swiss mimes
combined spoken dialogue with
mask sketches to create fantastic
and humorous effects. Upon meeting Floriana Frassetto, another student of mime, and traveling to perform in Paris, they dropped all the
spoken aspects of their act to overcome the language barrier.
From that point on their programs relied solely on mime and
mask. They adopted the appropriate name, "Mummenschanz,"
which, roughly translated, means
"masquerade" or "mummy."

Since its initial engagements,
the troupe has performed throughout the world—including in South
Africa, Japan, Israel and the former
Soviet Union—and has regularly
toured the United States, captivating audiences with its mixture of
acting, mime, dance, puppetry and
magic.
In Europe, Mummenschanz has
appeared at the Edinburgh and
Spoleto Festivals as well as in
London, Paris, Rome, Berlin, Vienna, Madrid, Copenhagen, Amsterdam and Brussels.
In New York City, the trio performed for three years on Broadway at the Bijou Theatre.
During the fall of 1994, they
met with exceptional acclaim as
special guests of the Big Apple
Circus in its new show, "Grandma
Meets Mummenschanz."
After a period spent developing
new material in Zurich, the original
cast returned in 1984 with "The
New Show." They continued on

their second Broadway run in
1986.
The year 1989 marked the 20th
anniversary of Mummenschanz,
and they created a special show,
"Encore," for a whirlwind world
tour.
Since 1993, Mummenschanz
has toured with a production called
"Parade," depicting a remarkable
and evolving tableau of life using
favorite Mummenschanz characters and fascinating new creations.
"Parade" is dedicated to the
IT WALKS DOWN STAIRS—As part of the Centerstage Series, the memory of Andres Bossard, one of
critically-acclaimed mime troupe, Mummenschanz will perform tonight
(continued on page 11)
at 8 p.m.

AS Shows Japanimation
By ANDREW TWIGG

Assistant Ads Manager
A "Japanese Animation Movie
Marathon" will showcase a variety
of foreign animation titles tomorrow night at 6 p.m. in the Campus
Center Walker Room.
The six-hour marathon features
Japanese animation art from a variety of genres, including such titles
as "Bubble Gum Crisis" and
"Devil Man."
The event has been planned as a
part of "Celebrate Asia! Month,"
and will feature one or two

episodes from six different cartoon
series.
Sophomore Becca Polglase,
chairperson of the event, explained
that A5 wanted to cover the entire
spectrum of Japanese animation.
Some of the cartoons are oriented
towards an adult audience while
others have a more general appeal.
All of the selected cartoons are
either dubbed into English or subtitled.
Admission is free and open to
the public. Snacks and beverages
will be provided. There will be a
brief intermission between each
film.

Stage Fight Class Offered
Joe Bostick, assistant fight director for Toronto's production of
Beauty and the Beast, will present
"Do You Want to Fight?" a stage
combat workshop on Thursday,
April 11 in the Campus Center
Lobby from 4:30 to 5:30 p.m.
Bostick, a certified fight director,
teaches actors the art of stage fighting. Fencing, sword fights, kung fu
and gang rumbles all fall within his
realm of expertise.
Bostick has choreographed fights
in over 30 shows including As You
Like It, Oklahoma and Romeo and
Juliet. He received his bachelor of
arts degree from Western Washington University, has been certified by

both the Fight Directors of Canada
and the Society of American Fight
Directors, and has taught stage
combat at Randolph School of the
Arts, York University and Humber
College in Toronto.
As an actor, Bostick has been
featured on "The Comics," a show
on the Canadian Broadcasting Cornpany. In addition, he also has acted
in over 350 pre-show performances
for school matinees of Toronto's
Phantom of the Opera.
The workshop is free and open to
the public. For more information,
contact Allegheny's Communication
Arts Department at 332-2370.

What's Happening This Weekend:

Friday- Braveheart
Shafer 9:30 p.m.
Saturday- 80's Dance Party
McKinley's 9 p.m.
Sunday- Ken Groves Ventriloquist CC Lobby 8 p.m.
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Stone Temple Pilots Crash & Burn
By BOB BAZYLAK

Assistant Arts & Leisure Editor
Tiny Music.... Songs from the
Vatican Gift Shop
C-Stone Temple Pilots
When the Stone Temple Pilots
first came onto the scene with
1992's Core, critics nation-wide
quickly labeled them Pearl Jam
wanna-bes.

Music Review
Granted, vocalist Scott Weiland's undeniable "Vedderisms,"
particularly in the breakthrough
"Plush," offer fodder for the band's
detractors, and their 1994
sophomore effort, Purple, in spite of
achieving platinum status, again
failed to garner STP much critical
success.
Now, following Weiland's 1995
drug-related arrest and the swirl of
rumors concerning his potential replacement, STP brings its sound to a
new level with Tiny Music..., a
transitional collection sporting a radically different sound from most of
the band's previous efforts.
The good news: They don't
sound like Pearl Jam. The bad
news: Change isn't always good,
especially when it's half-hearted.

Musically, STP has been slowly
evolving over its previous two albums, and that evolution continues
on Tiny Music... as the Pilots weave
a tapestry of pop, jazz and funk influences into their various formulas
of alterna-rock orchestrations.
From the groove-dominated
"Press Play," the album's instrumental opener, to the goofy, lunge
act "And So I Know," the Pilots
take a big step away from their previous grunge-drenched efforts.
Granted, the grunge influence is
still there (check out "Art School
Girl," a 50/50 rip-off of Nirvana and
Tripping Daisy). The arrangements
are increasingly sparse; the guitars
have come down in the mix.
New instruments have been
thrown in, including trumpets,
claves, organs and harpsichords,
most of which are played by
producer Brendan O'Brien, who
accompanies the band on seven of
the album's 12 tracks.
The disc's biggest surprise, however, comes from the vocals. Even
though Weiland is still very much a
member of the band, it seems that,
for all intents and purposes, STP
now showcases a totally different
frontman.
Where past efforts have been
dominated by Weiland's characteristic, raspy low-end growls, most of
the new songs feature a soft, clean,
and often-times high, processed

voice.
Bad? Not necessarily. Different?
Oh, yeah. After a couple of spins,
though, the disc's lighter side succeeds in reaching some true high
points on both "Lady Picture Show"
and "Seven Caged Tigers."
Hints of the old-school STP still
breakthrough in such cuts as
"Trippin' On a Hole in a Paper
Heart," "Tumble in the Rough," and
"Pop's Love Suicide." But again,
the guitars are softer, and Weiland's
voice never reaches a deep growl,
but instead peaks out at a low rasp.
Grunge is still alive and well
within Weiland's lyrics, though.
Sporting lines such as, "So keep
your bankroll lottery eat your salad
day deathbed motorcade," unintelligible angst again seems to be the
flavor of the day.
Overall, with Tiny Music..., the
Pilots seem to have shed the copycat
label that has followed them
throughout their career.
Nevertheless, they fall short of
forging an identity and sound to call
their own, choosing instead to test
the waters without diving in, and the
results are lackluster.
While Tiny Music... may not live
up to many STP fans expectations,
in this day and age of faceless and
sound-alike bands, the mere fact that
the Pilots are willing to evolve is a
solid step in the right direction.

Allegheny College "Centerstage" Presents:

MUMMENSCHANZ
'They have
never been matched
and they should
never be missed."

-Los Angeles Times
'The visual
and kinetic humor
is masterful."

-The Boston Globe

Thursday, April 11
•
8 PM
•
Shafer Auditorium
Tickets now on sale in the Campus Center Office
Prices: $10 Adult, $8 Sr. Citizen & Children, $5 Allegheny Student
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Wahoo Stoops Low
to Reach Top Ten
OMAHA, Neb. (AP)—Can
David Letterman be bought for a
frozen enchilada?
Maybe.
Folks in Wahoo, in Nebraska,
hope so.
CBS-TV's "Late Show" host
Letterman is counting up the bribes
he's received from the town of
Wahoo, which wants to replace
Grand Rapids, Mich., as the home
office for his Top 10 list.
"Grafteroo. That's what it's all
about," said Late Show
spokeswoman Donna Dees. She
listed bribes from Wahoo that Letterman prepared for display on
Monday's show:
—Letterman gets a full golf
membership to the Hilltop Country
Club.
—Free meals for everyone on
Letterman's staff at the Wahoo
Hardee's.
—T-shirts with "WA' on the
front and "HOO" on the back.
—An admiralship in the Great
Nebraska Navy for Dave.
—Some frozen enchiladas.
Nebraska is not necessarily
known for enchiladas. Has Ms.
Dees sampled them?
"I have not," she said.
Was Dave especially delighted
with the enchiladas, or any of the
other bribes from Wahoo?
She couldn't say.
What would it take to force Let-

terman to drop Grand Rapids like a
rock?
"Grafteroo," she said.
From Grand Rapids, Letterman
has received a fax, Ms. Dees said.
It lists the top 10 reasons for keeping the home office in Grand
Rapids. What were they?
Ms. Dees didn't have the fax
handy.
The home office was based in
Lincoln in 1988-89. Gov . Ben Nelson said it is time for the show to
return "home to the good life."
Ms. Dees said after Monday's
show was taped that Letterman
would decide by the end of the
week, basing his choice on which
town can fill up a 6-foot deep glass
tub with "grafteroo."
Any clues as to which way Letterman was leaning?
She said that the last time the
topic came up on the show, Feb.
14, Letterman said of Grand
Rapids:
"They've had a long, cold winter, and we don't care."
The gag began after officials
with the Wahoo Chamber of
Commerce and Nelson sent packages and letters to Letterman urging him to relocate to Wahoo.
Their actions were prompted after
Letterman commented about how
much he liked to say the word
"wahoo."
Wahoo is located 14 miles
north of Lincoln, the state capitol.

Rosenberg Introduces
Freaks to Allegheny

Professor of English Brian
Rosenberg will continue the Humanities Lecture Series with his lecture
"Teaching Freaks," adapted from an
essay to be published this summer.
The lecture will take place Monday,
April 15 at 7:30 p.m. in Brooks
Alumni Lounge.
"Teaching Freaks" is both a description of Rosenberg's experience
in teaching a sophomore writing
course on "freaks" and a reflection
on some implications of that experience.
His chief interest concerns what
representations of the "freakish" in
20th century literature, film and
photography say about modern culture—and in what student responses
to such material say about work in
the classroom.
Rosenberg, chair of Allegheny's
English Department, received the
Julian Ross Award for Excellence in
Teaching in 1994. He completed his
master's and doctoral degrees at
Columbia University and his bachelor's degree at Cornell University.
He is the author of two books,
Little Dorrit' s Shadows: Character
and Contradiction in Dickens and
Mary Lee Settle' s Beulah Quintet
The Price of Freedom.
His essay, "Teaching Freaks,"

will appear this summer in the book

Freakery: Cultural Spectacles of the
Extraordinary Body, to be published
by New York University Press.
The lecture is free and open to
the public. For more information,
contact Richard Schindler, lecture
series coordinator, at 332-2280.
Courtesy of Public Affairs

Showgirls Makes

Glorious Return
NEW

YORK (AP)—

Showgirls, the critically panned
stripper movie starring Elizabeth
Berkley, is making a comeback of
sorts.
The NC-17-rated flop about an
ambitious Las Vegas dancer is
being re-released on the midnight
Rocky Horror Picture Show circuit
in New York and Los Angeles.
Audiences, some in drag, toss
fake money at the celluloid lap
dancers and shout out their favorite
lines.
Director Paul Verhoeven said in
the April 15 issue of Newsweek
that the film's evolution is like "the
metamorphosis of a butterfly to a
caterpillar."
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Orchesis Audience Responds to Nudity
By NICCI MICCO

Assistant Arts & Leisure Editor
"What the heck was the big
deal?" sophomore Ellisa Keith
asked of last week's controversy
surrounding brief nudity in the Orchesis concert.
"[The nudity] wasn't even that
noticeable," Keith said. "I thought
it was a good dance."
The nudity in "Psycho Haze,"
choreographed by sophomore
Matthew Fuchs and senior Dawn
Naser, ignited controversy last
Monday among students—primarily dancers in the company—who
were divided over the issue of
whether the nudity was appropriate
for Orchesis' family-oriented audience.
Fifty-five company members
petitioned to express their concerns
about nudity in the piece.
In the performances last Thursday and Friday, three dancers—
two women and one man—disrobed completely in the back corner of the stage and interacted under dim lighting for half a minute
before running into the wings and
dressing.
While the three undressed and

held one another on the stage, the
rest of the cast danced through the
auditorium, screaming and urging
audience members to join them.
Dancers said that the nudity
was more obvious in the performances on Thursday and Friday
than in Tuesday's dress rehearsal.
"I was running through the audience, looked up and said, 'That's
not silhouetted!" said junior Fred
Hemminger, a dancer in the piece.
Everyone interviewed said that
they were not offended by the nudity; however, some thought that it
was not necessary to get across the
meaning of the piece.
Tom E. Zumpella, a junior in
high school who came to the show
to see his sister, a dancer in the
company, said, "I didn't like the
dance as a whole. I wasn't offended by the nudity, because you
couldn't see much, but I just didn't
think that it was necessary. They
could have made their point in another way."
Senior Kelly Stuart, a vocalist
in "Psycho Haze," said that while
she has "gotten nothing but compliments" on the piece, she also has
heard many people say that "the
nudity was unnecessary and artisti-

cally purposeless."
Arlene Zawadski, mother of
one of the choreographers for the
show, disagreed. She said that she
thought that the nude scene was
good because it was done in a way
that drew her attention to "the
beauty of three bodies being together," not to fact that the dancers
were not wearing clothes.
Zawadski remembers that she
was moved by Ilair (from which
the music for "Psycho Haze" was
taken) when she saw it in the late
1960s. The "musical spoke to the
fact that there was no need to be
killing people" during a time when
many of her high school friends
were dying in Vietnam.
Zawadski felt that the piece was
effective in capturing this theme of
"making love, not war" that was so
prevalent during that era.
If anything, it was the cast
members' attempts to invoke audience participation, not the nudity,
which made some on-lookers uncomfortable, said John Heckathorne, who attended Friday's
show with his girlfriend, an
Allegheny student.
Heckathorne said that he was
embarrassed by two women in the
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Marsalis Visits
Schoolchildren

cast who sat down on his lap and
kissed each other.
"If they would've sat on someone else's lap, I would have liked it
better," he said. Heckathorne described himself as "sometimes
shy" and said that "interactive
things like that" make him uncomfortable.
Senior Barry Kunz, a dancer in
the piece, said that he also observed negative reactions to the
dancers' activity in the aisles.
Kunz said that as he was running through the audience and
yelling, he heard a man scream,
"Shut him up!"
Dancer Becky Garland, a junior, thought that the audience responded well to the piece. "I
danced with a Dad!" she said excitedly, as she disappeared into the
dressing room following the performance. "It was fun!"

WASHINGTON (AP)—The
recording of Thelonious Monk's tinkling piano music ends, and trumpeter Wynton Marsalis— a jazz genius of another generation—turns to
his rapt audience of elementary
school pupils. How did the music
sound? he asks.
"It sounded happy," a boy
shouted out.
"There's something about high
notes that sound happy," Marsalis
agreed. Then he played the music
again, asking the children of Northwest Washington's Oyster Elementary School to listen for the
"constant rhythm" of the piece.
The vignette illustrated Tuesday
the message that superstar Marsalis
is trying to get across in the interactive music appreciation course he is
carrying to elementary schools in
four cities.
In Tuesday's class, Marsalis, 34,
stressed the iwortance of developing listening shills to enjoy and understand music better. During the
lesson, he performed with his usual
musical exuberance for the children
and explained to them the elements
of melody, rhythm and meter.
"I never had an interest in jazz,"
said 12-year-old Jhonatan Polanco.
"He made it sound fun."
Washington the second stop for
Marsalis' teaching tour after
Chicago. He plans similar sessions
in Detroit and San Francisco.

Mimes Visit
(continued from page 9)
the three founding members who
died in 1992. Roger Zanetti fills
his shoes brilliantly as he teams
with Frassetto and Schurch.
Tickets for tonight's performance are available in the Campus
Center Office and are $10 for
adults, $8 for senior citizens and
children, and $5 for Allegheny students. Tickets will also be sold at
the door.
For more information, call the
Campus Center Office at 3325371.
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WHY IS
JIMMY OLSEN
SMILING?
Well, for one thing, his
pal SUPERMAN has ar-
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New Moon

Love Letters

By PHILLIP M. RHODES

Perspectives Editor

written by A.R. Gurney
directed by Luis Sala

New Moon Daughter
A+
Cassandra Wilson

ranged a date for him
with one of the galaxyfamous indefatigable
courtesans of the planet
Dellon.

with Kara Erdodi and Darren Milligan
April 12 & 13 at 8 p.m. in Arter 217

THE HAIR COMPANY
794 Park Avenue
Meadville,
Pennsylvania 16335
Telephone:
814-724-6685
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What the hell
are you thinking?
BUT FOR ANOTHER--He's a newspaperman, always
where the action is! You can
live a life as exciting as Jimmy's.

Cassandra Wilson's recent Blue
Note label release, "New Moon
Daughter" is a celestial offering
from a truly gifted vocalist. That
voice is not wasted on sugary confections or mindless pop. Powerful
emotions bubble beneath the glistening surface of this stunning CD.

Write Box 12 or
e-mail <campus>.

The CAMPUS needs reporters.

Music Review
Wilson's greatest asset is a voice
which makes the word husky sound
shallow. Crank up your bass. She
purrs. She rumbles. On first listen,
you might confuse her for a man because her voice is so low. (Think
Nina Simone or Tanita Tikaram.) It
spectacularly conveys Wilson's often heavy choice of subject matter—
death, loneliness, depair.
The arrangements are spare,
highlighting Wilson's vocal talents.
Tempos are smooth and langorous;
these songs glide out of your speakers. Though many of the songs on
"New Moon Daughter" evoke a
Southern, folksy feel, Wilson's delivery is pure jazz. In addition to
original tunes, the disc includes

Shines

covers of Billie Holiday, Hank
Williams, U2, Neil Young and,
oddly, the Monkees songs, all to
splendid effect.
Wilson explores the darker side
of Holiday's already dark classic
"Strange Fruit." She slows the
tempo and alters the arrangement to
include a rubbery baseline, stark
coronet and Chris Whitley's talented
guitar. Wilson cinches the interpretation with her smoky, world-weary
vocal.
"Death Letter," a Son House
blues, is another highlight. The
song continues where "Strange
Fruit" left off, telling the horrible
tale of lynching and violence from a
woman's perspective. Banjo and
jews harp contribute to the down
and dirty feel of this song of bereavement. Again, it is Wilson's
delivery that pulls everything together so perfectly.
Wilson's own "A Little Warm
Death," a serene exploration of the
"little death" of orgasm, flows over
a breezy Latin rhythm. She turns
the Monkees' "Last Train to
Clarksville" from a giddy joy-ride
into another example of Southern
desperation. Pedal steel guitar carries "Skylark" along like a gentle
stream.
"New Moon Daughter" is the
perfect marriage of style and substance. It will reward you on first
listen and continue to do so as the
weeks, months and years go by.

The following positions are open for the 1996 fall semester:
News Editor
The News Editor i s responsible for assembling the news section of the paper each week. He/
she is responsible for managing any assistant news editors, and also for managing the news staff. This
includes assigning all stories to the news reporting staff. The News Editor is also responsible for
providing the Photography Editor with photo assignments for the news section each week. The News
Editor must also coordinate and facilitate regular meetings with the entire staff of news reporters. The
News Editor must also serve on the editorial board.
Experience Suggested: At least one semester on the newspaper staff as either a section editor
or assistant section editor. The News Editor should also have a thorough grounding in journalistic
writing, as well as experience using an Apple Macintosh computer. General layout and/or design
experience is also a plus.
Perspectives Editor
The Perspectives Editor is responsible for assembling the Perspectives section of the paper.
He/she is responsible for managing any assistant perspectives editors, as well as any regular columnists.
He/she is responsible for assigning cartoons to the staff cartoonist. He/she must also actively solicit
perspectives articles from members of the Allegheny community, including but not limited to students,
faculty and administration. He or she must also serve on the editorial board.
Experience Suggested: While not mandatory, at least one semester of newspaper staff
experience is suggested. The Perspectives editor should be well-versed in campus, local, national and
international news, and should regularly read news publications. He or she should also have experience
using an Apple Macintosh computer.
Arts & Leisure Editor
The Arts & Leisure Editor is responsible for assembling his/her section of the paper each

week. He/she is responsible for managing any assistant editors, and also for managinghis/her staff. The
A&L Editor is also responsible for providing the Photography Editor with photo assignments for the
news section each week. The A&L Editor must also coordinate and facilitate regular meetings with the
entire staff of reporters and writers.
Experience Suggested: At least one semester on the newspaper staff as either a section editor
or assistant section editor. The A&L Editor should also have a thorough grounding in feature writing,
as well as experience using an Apple Macintosh computer. General layout and/or design experience is
also recommended
Sports Editor

The Sports Editor is responsible for assembling the Sports section of the paper each week.
He/she is responsible for managing any assistant editors, and also for managing his/her staff. This
includes assigning all stories to the reporting staff. The Sports Editor is also responsible for providing
the Photography Editor with photo assignments for the sports section each weelc The Sports Editor must
also coordinate and facilitate regular meetings with the entire staff of reporters and writers.
Experience Suggested: At least one semester on the newspaper staff as either a section editor
or assistant section editor. The Sports Editor should also have a thorough grounding in sports writing,
as well as experience using an Apple Macintosh computer. General layout and/or design experience is
also suggested.

Weekly Time Commitment for the Above Editorships: Section editors are required to be
available Tuesday and Wednesday, from approximately 5 p.m. to 11 p.m. Section editors may be
required to put in additional time on Mondays, Tuesdays or Wednesdays as needed to ensure their
section meets deadline. Editors are responsible for collecting, preparing and editing all copy for their
sections. He/she must also be available for weekly meetings with the Editor-in-Chief and Managing
editor, as required. Finally, they must be available to coordinate regular meetings with their staffs.
Total time: about 20 hours weekly.
Assistant Section Editors

Assistant section editors are responsible for working with the section editor to prepare
their respective section each week. They are responsible for helping their editor duing the layout
of the section, and they may have to make assignments and/or conduct staff meetings in the section
editor's absence.
Experience suggested: While not mandatory, one semester as a staff writer is suggested.
Assistant editors should also have experience with an Apple Macintosh computer.
Weekly TimeCommitment for Assistant Editorships: Assistant editors must be available
Tuesday and Wednesday nights from 5 p.m. to 11 p.m. to assist their section editorin preparing copy
for the section. Total time: about 15 hours weekly.

The following positions are also available for the fall semester:
Photography Editor

He/she is responsible for assigning all photos to his/her staff as well as developing
all film and printing all pictures on Tuesday and Wednesday nights.

Assistant Photography Editor and Staff Photographers
Distribution Manager

He/she is responsible for delivering the papers to various locations around campus
when they arrive on Thursday. He/she also is responsible for coordinating the
paper's subscription series.

Advertising Manager

He/she is responsible for soliciting local, regional and national advertisements for the
paper. He/she must be familiar with the Apple Macintosh computer.

Assistant Advertising Manager
Editorial Board

Editorial Board members do not have to be regular members of the newspaper staff,
nor do they need any prior experience with the paper. The Editorial Board is
responsible for writing the weekly editorials, and also for determining various policies
of the paper as a whole.

Staff Writer
Editorial Columnist

For more detailed descriptions of the above positions, contact Editor-in-Chief Shannon
Burgert, 332-5386, or see next week's edition of The Campus.
Applications are available at the C.C. Information Desk, outside The Campus newsroom, and
in the Post Office. Apps are due no later than 5 p.m. on April 22 to Box 12 or room U202 of
the Campus Center.

The Campus

Classifieds

Classifieds

Classifieds

Loomis Street, second and third floor
apartments, can accommodate one to LARGE BROWN LEATHER
JACKET: Brand new! Must sell.
five students. Call 336-2769
$200 or O.N.C.O. Contact me at
332-2213 or email me at willmad.

Apartments for rent. One, two, three
or four bedrooms, furnished, great
locations! 333-8778

Unique third floor apartment for
Three bedroom furnished apartment
with parking at the foot of Highland Planning to enter the field of
Avenue. Very nice. Vic Kress 333- business? Are you good with
1141.
numbers? Would you like to gain
billing experience and earn extra
money on the side? Call 3322218!
LARGE HOUSE FOR RENT:
261 Prospect Street. Seven Large furnished 4, 5 or 6 bedroom
bedrooms, three bath home. $135 home near college library. Two
per student +. Year lease. Landlord baths, laundry facilities and off-street
pays water/sewage/garbage. 763- parking. Vic Kress at 333-1141.
4819 or 337-0993.

rent 3 or 4 bedrooms.
* Great for college students

to share!
* One year lease
* close to campus
* landlord pays all utilities except
electric
* all appliances included
* deposit
* not pets
Call 724-4471 or 337-2309

Trying to get in shape for summer?
Several one bedroom apartments for BEST HEALTH offers top of the
rent, one year lease, close to line nutritional supplements to help
campus, all appliances included, you reach your goal. Call now and
deposit, no pets. Call 336-1388 or mention this ad to receive a 10 %
discount on your first purchase.
337-2309.
Dial 332-3593.

* $200 $500 WEEKLY *
Mailing travel brochures. No
experience necessary. For
information send a self-addressed
stamped envelope to: Universal
Travel, P.O. Box 610188, Miami,
FL 33261.
Do you care about the environment?
Then change the way you clean your
house. BEST HEALTH carries a
Working in Meadville this summer? full line of cleaning products safe for
Five bedroom house for the both you and the environment. They
SUMMER. Available June-Aug. work better than the leading brands
Reasonable rent. Low utilities. Call and will save you money. Give them
332-3548.
a try. Free samples available. Call
now, 332-3593.
-
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Personals
I love my bijou.

Personals
Doritos and Bubbly—I guess I really
do lead the thug life.

Beans—
Escape me? Never!
Good luck on all your projects.
You can do it, big boy!
—Cornbread
It is not enough to conquer. One
must learn to seduce.
—Voltaire
I really need a lawyer, baby.
yancey thigpen forever.

M

Don't get caught on one of those
late nights in Arter!
Lori—
—C
Lions and tigers and bears... OH
MY!!
—Nicci & Ronda
Romeo, congratulations on being decomped!
Cornbread—Please stroke my
—Ronda
forearms and lick my elbows some
more. Please! —Beans
Shannon's a planet.

Anti-Social Sis- our late-night
walks would worry the pimp!

355 Beech Lane. Very nice furnished
Go Tribe!
(with washer & dryer) house below You're as yummy as an iced
College Library, for 5 or 6 students. cappuccino.
So there's a guy lying dead next to
Two baths, five bedrooms. House
a well, there's a bucket next to him.
insulated plus storm windows. No
What happened, Glenn?
rent for June or July! $140 per
student plus utilities. Call Ginnie at
Anyone seen a Tri-toothed, Samoan,
I'm feeling so draconian.
Kress Realty 333-1141.
Polecat?

It Doesn't Take A Math Major

(And Do It With A Lot Of Style.)
e) TOYOTA
Toyota's Aft:N.

SEE YOUR TOYOTA DEALER TODAY. iLT:raFisTr',:me
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Women Remember Their Run for Equality
ROCKPORT, Mass. (AP)—The
starter pistol was meant for the 500
men crowding the Hopkinton starting line of the 1966 Boston
Marathon. Not the young blonde
with a point to prove crouched in the
bushes in her brother's Bermuda
shorts.
But at the crack of the gun,
Roberta "Bobbi" Gibb quietly
emerged, her sweatshirt hood pulled
up over her ponytail, and fell into
step among the men.
Three hours and 20 minutes later,
26.2 miles away in Boston, Gibb
crossed the finish line and became
the first woman ever to run the
Boston Marathon, though it would
be six years before women were
recognized as "official" runners and
given numbers at the start and
medals at the finish.
As the Marathon approaches its
100th running, Gibb—a lawyer and
sculptor who still runs today— believes things are just where she
hoped they could be when, her
stomach in knots, she found her
stride 30 years ago: Men and
women running side by side, separated not from each other by gender,
but from everyone else by their extraordinary athletic ability.
The road to that equality was not
without hurdles, many of them set
largely in misconceptions: Gibb was
denied a race application because
organizers said women simply
weren't built to run such distances.
But Gibb says it was emotion,
not politics or even competitiveness,
that inspired her to, at age 23, help
knock the hurdles down.
"It wasn't a rational decision" to
run, recalls Gibb, whose blonde hair

still tumbles in thick waves past her
shoulders. "It was just, I saw it and
wanted to be part of it. It was this
great human drama. I just was very
moved by it."
When her race application was
denied, she realized she had been
naive and her need to participate became larger.
Until then, "It didn't cross my
mind whether they were men or
women or anything," said Gibb,
who spent two years training, the
better part of it partnered with her
malamute husky puppy during a
cross-country trek in her Volkswagen bus.
Then "I thought, 'Well, if they
think women can't run marathons
what else do they think women can't
do that women really can do?,'" she
said. "I thought 'this is going to
change the way people think. —
Gibb keeps a scrapbook assembled by her mother, who despite her
concerns that her daughter had
"gone mad," had dropped her off at
the starting line Marathon morning.
The newspaper headlines from the
day after the race read "Hub Bride
First Gal To Run Marathon" and
"Blonde Wife, 23, Runs Marathon."
There were photos showing her
smiling at the finish— and also of
her making fudge at home "to show
I really was a woman," Gibb said.
The changes did not come fast
enough for Katherine Switzer.
The next year, she was immortalized in a photograph circulated
around the world showing enraged
B.A.A. official Jock Semple trying
to run her off the course. Switzer
had gotten a number bib after signing her race application "K.

This Weekend in Allegheny Sports
Fri., April 12
Sat., April 1 3

Sun., April 14

SOFTBALL at Ithaca Tournament
BASEBALL at Wooster, 1 p.m.
GOLF at Denison/Capital Invit.
LACROSSE at Denison,1 p.m.
MEN'S TRACK at Case Western Invit.
WOMEN'S TRACK at Pitt Relays, 1 p.m.
MEN'S TENNIS at Denison, 10 a.m.
WOMEN'S TENNIS at Oberlin, 3 p.m.
LACROSSE at Wooster, 12 a.m.

Switzer."
She, too, is pleased with the
progress since that first finish, when
a handful of irritated reporters
greeted her in the wind and sleet at
the end of her 4-hour, 20-minute
run.
"Running is probably the most
equal of all sports," said Switzer,
who had set out in 1967 to show a
disbelieving track coach at Syracuse
University that women were capable
of going the distance, "... though
we"ve still got a long way to go in
women's sports in general."
And running, though equal,
should be better managed at the top,
she said, so that athletes who train
their whole lives are rewarded with
more than relatively minimal prize
money.
Switzer went on from her first
marathon to organize a decade of
women-only races for Avon Products and fought to have the women's
marathon made an Olympic sport in
1984.
Her famous moment with Semple "was my first real brush with
any real discrimination and it really
changed my life," said Switzer, who
still runs and is now a sports commentator and motivational speaker,
splitting her time between the
United States and her husband's native country, New Zealand.
Switzer said she and the late
Semple were mortal enemies for
five years, but eventually reconciled
and became the best of friends.
"I've always credited with him
as being the man, who in spite of
himself, did more for women's running than anyone," she said.
When women finally were welcomed as official runners in 1972, it
was Nina Kuscik who was crowned
with the laurel wreath.
By then, Kuscik said, the path
seemed to have been cleared for her
and other women runners.
"I never felt that I was holding
up for the women, not even the first
year," she said from her Huntington,
Long Island, home. "I didn't realize
that anyone would really be looking."

Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?
Now you can have two of the most recognized and
accepted credit cards In the world...Visas and Masterearde
credit cards..."In your name." EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE!
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VISA, and MasterCarde the credit cards you
deserve and need for— ID—BOOKS—DEPARTMENT
STORES—TUITION—ENTERTAI NM ENT—
EMERGENCY CASH—TICKETS—RESTAURANTSHOTELS—MOTELS—GAS—CAR RENTALSREPAIRS—AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATING!
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Predictions for Stanley Cup

(continued from page 16)
be surprised if they do well because all by himself. Ed Belfour hasn't
crafty veterans like Brian Leetch played in goal enough in the second
and pat Verbeek will find a way to half to get into that playoff "zone"
win. And, oh yeah, that Messier that carried the Hawks to the finals
before.
guy is pretty good too.
The best team by far is The ColThe Florida Panthers could make
some noise if John Vanbiesbrouck orado Avalanche. You have to like
gets hot in goal. The real giant a team named after a natural disaskillers, however, are the New Jersey ter. And this team's time has come
considering they were a disaster
Devils.
The Devils are a team of grinders while they were called the
who play terrific defense. They Nordiques.
can't put the puck in the net though.
All joking aside, this team has
Just hope that your team doesn't quality first-line scorers in Joe Sakic
have to play them.
and Peter Forsburg. Patrick Roy is
The Western Conference is a also a top-notch goaltender. The
joke. There are only three teams in Avalanche matches well physically
the playoffs with records better than with the Eastern Conference teams.
.500.
So here is the part when I go out
The Red Wings look good on on a limb and pick the winners and
paper, but they don't have enough. the losers.
The Avalanche will win the StanThey have some of the most exciting players in the league (Sergei ley Cup for the Western Conference
Federov, Steve Yzerman), but just for the first time this decade and the
like the Penguins, offense isn't first time in franchise history.
They will beat Eric Lindros and
enough. Sorry Detroit—you'll
the Flyers' Legion of Doom (ooh!)
choke again.
The Blackhawks are decent. in six games.
They are more physical than the Red
Wings but injuries will kill them. Todd Scott is a writer for The CamSteve Smith is out with a broken pus and a member of the Class of
leg, and Jeremy Roenick can't do it '98.

Olympic Flame Flies the Friendly Skies
LONG BEACH, Calif. (AP)—
Using 14 colors and 194 gallons of
paint, Delta Air Lines on Monday
rolled out the new MD-11 widebody
jet that will carry the Olympic flame
from Greece to Los Angeles.
"It's a flying billboard," said
Terence Burns, Delta's Olympic
program director. "From a promotional standpoint, this is the largest
tangible presence of our physical
marketing program for the Games."
Dubbed "The Centennial Spirit,"
the aircraft was specially outfitted to
carry the flame during a 7,000-mile
trip to Los Angeles, where the
Olympic torch relay begins April
27.
The flame will travel in an enclosed lantern attached by brackets
to an interior wall of the plane. It
will be monitored throughout the
flight to make sure it keeps burning,
and the plane will carry a backup
lantern in case the first one fails.
"The Centennial Spirit" was put
on display by Douglas Aircraft, a
division of McDonnell Douglas,
which manufactured the plane.
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Painting the plane was more
time-consuming than usual because
of the complex design and the number of colors—nearly five times as
many as normal, said Douglas Aircraft spokesman Warren Lamb.
"It's the most complicated painting job for an MD-11 we've had,"
Douglas said. It took two aroundthe-clock shifts 10 days to apply the
paint to Delta's largest passenger
jet.
It's only the second time Delta
has painted a plane in Olympic colors. The first one, "The Spirit of
Delta," is in domestic service. The
new plane will carry international
passengers after returning to Atlanta
following the flame's delivery.
Before it goes into service, Delta
workers will paint the plane's name
followed by "Athens 1896—Atlanta
1996." They also will add a plaque
telling passengers of the aircraft's
significance to the torch relay.
On April 27, the torch will start
its 84-day, 42-state, 15,000-mile
trek across the United States prior to
opening ceremonies.

Visa Is a regIstertd trademark of VISA USA. Inc. and VISA International
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Golf Clubs its Way to 12th
By TIMOTHY BAUMGARTNER

Sports Reporter

The Allegheny golf team took
12th amidst 21 tough Division III
opponents in the Pfeiffer Invitational
held at the Pine Needles Golf Resort
in North Carolina last weekend.
The Gators finished with a twoday team score of 619. High Point
College (N.C.) grabbed first-place
honors with a winning total of 593.
The Gators were paced by senior
Joe Salvaggio, who shot an 11-overpar two-day total of 74-79-153
which was tops among Allegheny

competitors.
Salvaggio was followed by
sophomore Bobby Ruffing, who
finished with a total of 80-74-154.
Rounding out Allegheny's scoring were junior Mike Korenski (7582-157) and freshman Mike
Gasper (78-79-157).
Sophomore Gary Occhino was
forced to withdraw after the first
round of play. Since the top four
scores were tallied to comprise the
final team score, his score did not
count toward the Gators' total.
This weekend the Gators travel
to Columbus, Ohio, to compete in
the Denison/Capital Invitational.

Lacrosse Continues to Slide
By JAMES WEAVER

Assistant Sports Editor

Last Saturday the Gators returned
to the friendly confines of Robertson
Field to take on Ohio Wesleyan, but
met with little success. Allegheny
fell 10-3 to the Battling Bishops.
"In Saturday's game the defense
played awesome. They clicked as a
unit, but the offense couldn't come
up with the goals in the second
half," Kacoyianni said.
Kacoyianni scored all three goals
in the Gators' loss and currently
leads the team in scoring with six
goals and four assists for ten points
in six games. Evans is second on
the team with six goals and one assist.
"We've had some problems, but
we're staying strong and I think that
by the end [of the season] we will
have achieved our goals," Kacoyianni added.
The Gators looked to stop their
losing streak at three against Buffalo
State yesterday. Results were unavailable at press time. Allegheny is
back in action this weekend as they
travel to take on NCAC foes Denison and Wooster.

Spring has been unkind to the
Allegheny women's lacrosse team
as the young Gators have struggled
to get on the winning track.
BOW TO THE BASEBALL LORD!— Catcher Dan Scharville '96 dives back to first base in doubleheader
After posting their first win of
action against Penn State-Behrend. The Gators swept both games to extend their winning streak to nine.
the season March 30 against
-Ryan Ott photo
Kenyon, the Gators have lost three
straight NCAC matches to fall to 15, 1-3 NCAC on the season.
"Our record doesn't reflect the
By JAMES WEAVER
over Geneva last Thursday.
paver—the NCAC leader in home
Assistant Sports Editor
Saturday Allegheny relied on its runs (10) and RBI (28)—went three- talent on the team. We were in evstrong pitching and potent offense to for-six in the doubleheader to raise ery game, but came up short in the
end," freshman center Eleni KaThe Allegheny baseball team is sweep visiting Penn State-Behrend his average to .405.
coyianni explained.
currently tearing through its midsea- in 12-2 and 13-2 doubleheader
Junior first baseman Fran
Last week, Allegheny dropped
son schedule, having scored 10 or victories.
Riordan went five-for-eight with two games to tough NCAC oppomore runs in its last seven games
Senior pitcher Matt Perry
and extending its winning streak to allowed one hit and no runs over six five RBI and three home runs and nents Oberlin and Ohio Wesleyan.
sophomore outfielder Kevin Gang
Paced by junior Jodie Evans and
nine.
innings in the first game while went five-for-seven in last week's
Kacoyianni,
the Gators' offense
Over those nine games the junior Chuck Stefanini gave up only
games to raise his average to .455, posted four goals at Oberlin but
Gators have been held to single dig- one hit and struck out 12 in six
now second best on the team.
were eventually overpowered 13-4.
its only once—a 6-1 victory over innings of work in the second game.
Evans notched two goals in the
Wisconsin-Whitewater on March Perry is now 4-1 on the year with a
The Gators look to continue their
22. The Gators are now 16-5, 3-1 4.85 ERA and Stefanini is 5-1 with a dominant play this week in two loss while Kacoyianni had one goal
and two assists. Sophomore Julia
NCAC.
2.70 ERA.
important NCAC doubleheaders Leach scored the first goal of her caLast week, Geneva and Penn
Junior outfielder Joe Musgrove against Case Western Reserve and reer to close out the Gators' scoring.
State-Behrend became the latest led the Allegheny attack against Wooster. The Gators traveled to
victims of the Gators' dominant Behrend, batting four-for-six with Case Western yesterday and are
play.
nine RBI in the doubleheader.
LOOKING FOR HOUSING NEXT YEAR?
Behind the strong pitching of Musgrove leads both the Gators and scheduled to take on St. Vincent at
freshman Ken Baker, who allowed the NCAC with his .483 batting home today. Allegheny then travels
It may be cheaper to buy than rent!
to Wooster Saturday for a douone run on one hit over four innings, average and 11 doubles.
bleheader.
the Gators stormed to a 10-2 victory
Senior outfielder Jason Ny-

Baseball Extends Winning Streak to Nine

Pizza. Sports.
Want to know the connection?
Write for sports. Contact Box 12.
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Sunday April 28th
At Oakland Beach Golf Course
The scramble will be a Nine-Hole tournament
with tee times beginning at 3:15 p.m.
There will be a $5 fee for each player—
payable at the course.
See Jeff Groff in the intramural office
for an entry sheet. Deadline is April 25.

Conneaut Lake Road
Phone: 336-1061
Toll Free in PA:
1-800-331-5056

Hours: Sat.: 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
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*Not valid with any other discount
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Sports
Gators Fall to Fifth in NCAA
By PAT SHELDON

Assistant Sports Editor

Monday the Gators took on Penn
State-Behrend in another doubleheader, dropping the first game by
one run and dominating in the second.
In the first game, the Gators
knocked out eight hits, but could
only score twice as they fell narrowly 3-2. Freshman pitcher Darcy
Brandel fell to 1-3 on the season after the tough loss.

The Allegheny softball team won
three of four games this past week to
raise their overall record to 10-7.
The Gators are currently ranked fifth
in NCAA Division III.
On Thursday the Gators downed
Pitt-Bradford in both games of a
doubleheader, by scores of 19-4 and
16-1 respectively. Each of the
The Gators were able to bounce
games was called early due to the back in the second game. The team
mercy rule.
pounded out 12 hits and scored six
Pitching for the win in the first runs while senior pitcher Laurie
game was freshman Jacelyn Peter- Machuga had another strong outing
son. In three innings she gave up on the mound. Machuga went the
four runs on three hits. Peterson's distance allowing only three hits and
record is now 2-2 on the season.
striking out 10 in the 6-1 win.
The winning pitcher in the second game was freshman Robyn
On the season, Kennedy leads the
Molloy. She worked four innings Gators in batting (.490) and RBI
without surrendering a hit, and al- (21)..
lowed one run. The win was the
Four Gators, besides Kennedy,
first of Molloy's college career.
are batting over .350 on the seaLeading the way offensively for son—Fromm (.380), Lawrence
the Gators in the doubleheader was (.367), Brandel (.356) and Guseman
senior outfielder Abby Kennedy (.356). Fromm also leads the team
MEN IN TIGHTS THROW FARTHER— Jamie Haberlen '97 hurls the javelin in last weekend's Carnegiewho batted five-for-six with four with 18 runs scored.
Mellon Invitational. Though no team scores were compiled, several individual Gators performed well at the
RBI.
Machuga has a record of 6-2 thus
meet.
-Ben Wyrick photo
Senior shortstop Annie Lawrence . far this season. She has a team leadadded three RBI on four-for-six bat- ing ERA of 1.36 and has struck out
ting while freshman outfielder 88 while allowing just 28 hits in
Colleen Holthaus batted four-for- 51.3 innings.
with a leap of 12.63 meters.
By TIMOTHY BAUMGARTNER
The Gators were in action yesAmy Shukert who finished third five and scored four runs.
Junior Warren Phillips performed with a time of 1:03.81.
Sophomore outfielder Laura terday against Indiana University of
Sports Reporter
strongly in the javelin with a throw
In the 800-meter dash, junior Fromm and freshman catcher Nikki Pennsylvania but results were not
Last weekend the Allegheny of 58.52 meters that qualifies him Maggie Rehm finished third with a Guseman also had strong days at the available at press time. They play
plate, going four-for-six and three- again this weekend in the Ithaca
men's and women's outdoor track for the NCAA Division III Champi- time of 2:33.57.
for-five respectively.
teams competed in the Carnegie- onships at the end of the year.
College Tournament.
Senior Keira Miller had an excelIn other action, the Gators
Mellon Invitational. No team scores
4x100-meter relay team finished lent meet, finishing second in both
_Sports Column
were kept in either competition.
third, registering a time of 44.24 the long jump, with a jump of 5.0
In the men's competition, junior seconds.
meters, and in the shot put, with a
sprinter and long jumper Ronnie
In the women's competition, toss of 11.18 meters. Miller also
Anderson had a productive day. He freshman Tamara Cousins won the went on to win the triple jump with
While Meadville weather doesn't However, this year's playoffs are
placed third in the 100-meter clash 200-meter dash with a time of 26.61, a leap of 10.41 meters.
provide us with a lot of opportunity going to be won by a team that can
with a time of 11.53 seconds and followed by freshman Alison AniAdditionally, the Gators' 4x400- to play outside, the season is perfect play the physical low-scoring game.
second in the long jump with a leap
baldi who finished second with a meter relay team took first place for TV sports.
Here's how the playoff picture
of 6.51 meters.
Hockey has, in my opinion, the looks in the Eastern Conference:
time of 27.06. Anibaldi also fin- with a time of 4:15.31.
On Saturday, the men's team will most interesting playoff scenario of The Pittsburgh Penguins have the
Sophomore Chris Haberer placed ished second in the 400-meter dash
compete in the Case Western Invita- the year so far, and because of re- most explosive offense in the NI-IL.
second in the high jump by clearing with a time of 59.19.
6'2," while sophomore Mike Erb
Kicking in behind Anabaldi in tional while the women will com- cent local success we'll talk hockey Their combination of Mario
this week.
finished fourth in the triple jump the 400-meter dash was freshman pete at the Pitt Relays.
Lemieux, Jaromir Jagr and Ron
Francis also makes them one of the
most deadly power play units in history. Their weakness is goaltendTodd Scott
ing—the Pens give up a huge numdrew Waynesburg and cruised to a place. Barclay broke the Allegheny
ber of goals. Despite their great
By JAMES WEAVER
5-0 victory. Junior Trey Westbrook, all-time career win mark of 64 set by
season, the Penguins won't win the
Assistant Sports Editor
First, congratulations to Al- Stanley Cup.
who is off to a steamy 16-2 start at Joe Gette from 1990-1994 with his
number one singles, paced the close 9-7 victory over Amit Jam- legheny's head athletic trainer Jaime
The Flyers are big and fast, and
The Allegheny men's tennis team Gators with his 8-1 win.
Plunkett, whose Meadville Bulldogs they possess good scorers in Eric
purga.
His
three
singles
victories
at
rebounded from a tough NCAC loss
Allegheny defeated its semifinal Behrend gave him 10 wins on the won their fifth consecutive state Lindros, John LeClaire and Rod
early last week to successfully
opponent,
Frostburg State, in similar season and a record-breaking 65 for hockey championship over the Brind'Amour. The Flyers also play
defend its title at the Penn Stateweekend, despite my friend Jeff's a rough style of hockey which
fashion.
Led
by singles victories by his career.
Behrend Tournament over the
comment that "They don't know doesn't give up many good scoring
Westbrook,
senior
Ryan
Barclay
and
Westbrook
also
won
all
three
of
weekend.
sophomore Matt Paat, the Gators his matches in the tournament and how to play hockey in Pennsylva- chances—that makes the streaky
The Gators, who dropped a close eased their way to victory. The freshman Ryan Zelling won two of nia." (He's from New York.) So Ron Hextall very good in the net
4-3 decision to Case Western doubles team of sophomores Mike three to improve to 10-5 on the year. Jaime, you've done a great job of during the playoffs. Plus the
Reserve last Wednesday, breezed Walker and Andy Trzcinski also
The Gators were back in action knowing nothing. Just kidding. I "Legion of Doom" is the NHL's
through three matches at the notched a win, setting the final yesterday as they hosted Gannon. don't need cross-checked for corn- scariest nickname.
tournament to win the margin at 4-1 and moving the Gators Results were not available at press ing to see you.
The Rangers have a good team,
Back to the NHL. Obviously to but they screwed up their chemistry
championship. The Gators' record into the championship match.
time. They take on Westminster
now stands at 12-3, 0-2 NCAC.
Allegheny swept Carnegie Mel- today and travel to Denison do well in the playoffs, you have to by trading for several less skilled,
have the right combination of good but more physical, players. Don't
In the first round. Allegheny lon 4-0 in the finals to earn first Saturday for an NCAC showdown.
scoring and great goaltending.
(continued on page 14)

Gator Track Teams Perform Well at Invitational

NHL Primed for Playoffs

Tennis Defends Behrend Tournament Title

